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Abstract.
In the last years, the ability of cold atoms experiments to explore condensed-
matter related questions has dramatically progressed. Transport experiments, in
particular, have expanded to the point that conductances and other transport
coefficients can now be measured in a way directly analogous to solid state
physics, extending cold atoms based quantum simulations into the domain of
quantum electronic devices. In this topical review, we describe the transport
experiments performed with cold gases in the two terminals configuration, with
an emphasis on the specific features of cold atomic gases compared to solid state
physics. We present the experimental techniques and the main experimental
findings, focusing on but not restricted to the recent experiments performed in our
group. We eventually discuss the perspectives opened by this approach, the main
technical and conceptual challenges for future developments, and the potential
applications as a quantum simulator for transport phenomena and mesoscopic
physics problems.
† Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.
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1. Introduction
The measurement of transport between particle reservoirs, or terminals, exposes
fundamental properties of quantum matter, such as insulating and superconducting
behavior, or the quantization of conductance. These properties are in fact often used to
classify solid-state systems. The understanding of the underlying processes is essential
for the construction of almost all solid-state devices, where transport properties
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determine the suitability of a material for a desired application, ranging from energy
harvesting, to the conveyance, storage and processing of information. From a more
fundamental point of view, transport measurements provide a well-defined setting to
study challenging questions in out-of-equilibrium quantum many-body physics.
Indeed, the study of transport in condensed matter physics has been a driving
force for advancements in quantum mechanics, since transport entails both static,
equilibrium properties of matter, such as the density of states, and its dynamic
aspects, such as the nature of excitation above the ground state. In parallel with
the understanding of increasingly more complex materials, progress in the control of
semiconductor materials has allowed for the fabrication of almost defect-free systems.
These led to the development of quantum devices, where the quantum behavior is
engineered at the mesoscopic level (see for example [1]). Contrary to materials where
the quantum nature of the system emerges spontaneously in the ground state of the
(possibly many-body) problem, such as in superconductors or quantum hall effects,
here the quantum aspect is imposed by a specially designed structure. In most cases
the quantum mechanical nature of the effects were revealed by their consequences on
transport properties.
During the last decade, cold atoms have emerged as a powerful tool to investigate
models originating from condensed matter physics. The idea is to use a quantum
degenerate gas of neutral atoms to simulate the behaviour of electrons in those model
systems and to explore regimes not accessible to solid-state systems. Prominent
examples include the Hubbard model [2, 3], BCS pairing and the BEC-BCS crossover
[4], as well as topological quantum matter [5]. By construction, the atomic gas is free
of any impurity or disorder, and is almost perfectly isolated from the environment. In
addition, the relevant length and energy scales in an atomic cloud differ by orders of
magnitude from those of an electron gas in a solid:
Density scale. A typical degenerate Fermi gas has a density of about 1012 cm−3,
which amounts to an interparticle spacing of about 1µm, comparable to the
wavelength of typical near-infrared or visible light. This allows for the creation,
manipulation and observation of atomic gases by optical techniques: optical
lattices are made from interfering laser beams and often operate in the single band
Hubbard regime [2, 3]; disorder is created by optical speckle patterns leading to
Anderson localization [6]; and high resolution microscopes can resolve individual
particles in a many-body-system [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14].
Energy scale. Because of the large mass of atoms, and the low densities, cold
gases operate with Fermi energies in the micro Kelvin regime, and are cooled
using a combination of laser cooling and evaporative cooling to reach quantum
degeneracy [15]. In turn, these low energy scales translate into long timescales for
the microscopic evolution of the system. This allows for a time resolved control
over the internal degree of freedom of atoms on time scales shorter than the Fermi
time, using standard radio frequency technologies.
The quest to measure transport properties of cold atomic gases originates in the
requirement to further complete the toolbox for quantum simulations of condensed
matter models and in the prospect to address a new set of questions in many-body
physics. For quantum simulations of solid-state systems it is essential to extract the
same observables as in the simulated device and reproduce its phenomenology. This
also allows for direct comparison between measurements carried out on the device with
those obtained from a quantum simulation, even without the need for modeling the
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system or having precise knowledge of all aspects of the underlying Hamiltonian. From
the point of view of quantum engineering of new many-body systems, cold atoms offer
a situation where device-like systems can be carved from a fully controlled material.
The control extends to parameters, such as the strength of interactions between the
particles, or the nature and strength of disorder, which are not controlled or out of
reach in quantum devices made of solid-state materials.
The question of transport has been investigated from various points of view
in cold atoms physics, but for a long time experiments could not explore it in
full generality: in most cases transport processes occur as density redistribution
within atomic clouds, where thermal equilibration time and length scales are not
separated from the transport scales themselves (see for example [16, 17]). This coupled
evolution hinders the systematic extraction of transport coefficients independent of
the static properties. This limitation was overcome by the two-terminal technique
that we applied to cold atomic gas systems in our group during the last years. The
principal concept was pioneered in mesoscopic solid-state physics and provides access
to transport coefficients. In cold gases, it can be applied to both weakly and strongly
interacting systems and it yields observables that are the direct counterparts of the
condensed-matter measurements [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. In particular, a precise
meaning is given to conductances and other transport coefficients despite the gases
being charge-neutral.
The paper is structured as follows: the remaining of the introduction is devoted
to a short description of the various techniques related to transport that were used in
cold atoms, and to the conceptual presentation of the two terminal approach providing
a precise definition of transport coefficients for general charge neutral systems. The
second section describes the experimental techniques, in particular the initialization
of the measurements and the interpretation of the results. In the third section,
we describe experiments with non-interacting particles, where the conductor is in
a multimode regime, illustrating the experimental techniques. The fourth section is
dedicated to experiments with a single mode conductor, the observation of quantized
conductance and its interpretation using the Landauer formalism. In section five,
we describe some transport experiments with Bose-Einstein condensate and discuss
the role of superfluidity. In section six, recent experiments with strongly attractive
Fermions are described, showing some of the consequences of pairing and superfluidity.
The last section discusses the perspectives and challenges opened by these results, both
as tools for the study of quantum gases and as a quantum simulator for condensed
matter related questions.
1.1. Transport measurements and cold atomic gases
To investigate the transport properties of quantum gases, a variety of approaches
have been tested. The reason for this diversity in approaches is the isolated nature
of quantum gases, which prevents the direct connection of a cold atom device with
a battery capable of biasing the system, and injecting and collecting atoms driven
through the system. Therefore no strictly DC currents can exist in a cold gas and
the response is inherently transient. The main techniques used so far can be roughly
classified as follows.
Response to an external force. The cloud is subject to a homogeneous force and
the subsequent evolution is observed. In a harmonic trap, this yields dipole oscillations
of the center of mass of the cloud, which is fully decoupled form the internal properties
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of the gas by virtue of Kohn’s theorem [26]. Upon superimposing an extra potential,
such as a lattice or a random potential, the oscillations get damped and their relaxation
rate is used as a measure of the transport properties [27, 28, 16, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33].
The isolated nature of the atoms allows for the quantum coherent evolution of
atoms under the influence of the homogenous force, leading to counterintuitive results.
For example, atoms in an optical lattice show Bloch oscillations in the presence of
an external force: atoms are constantly accelerated by the force until they reach
the Bragg condition, and are then coherently reflected by the lattice yielding an
oscillatory motion [34]. This observation illustrates the difficulties in interpreting the
results of such homogenous force response in terms of transport coefficients: one would
conclude that the DC conductance of a lattice is always zero as the current response
averages over the Bloch cycles. At time scales shorter than the Bloch period, the
atoms are continuously accelerated as the quasi-momentum increases. This increase
results from the phase coherence of the single particle wave function of the atoms
over neighbouring sites of the lattice. In the presence of perturbations, such as
interactions between particles or disorder, Bloch oscillations are damped and dephased
[35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40], and for some specific cases only the transport results of linear
response theory can be recovered [41].
Release and expansion of a cloud. In this case, a cold atom cloud is prepared
in a trap, and the trap, or a specific direction of confinement, is released, letting
the atoms freely expand. The initial cloud thus acts as a transient atom source
[42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 17, 48, 49]. The atom laser, which is generated by continuously
out-coupling atoms from a cloud is a particularly refined instance of this situation
[50, 51, 52, 53, 54]. Typically, the atoms interact with a background potential during
the expansion, or among each other. The time evolution of the distribution of atoms
following the release reveals informations about the diffusion processes. In the simple
case of non-interacting particles, the diffusion coefficient averaged over the initial
energy distribution is directly accessible [46, 47, 48], and was measured to identify
Anderson localisation. In periodic structures, the coherent evolution yields ballistic
expansion, compatible with the intuitive picture of a perfect lattice being a perfect
conductor. In the presence of interactions between the particles the evolution is more
intricate as the edges of the cloud behave differently from the center. Nevertheless,
some features have been observed as interactions are varied in an optical lattice
[17, 49]. For very strongly interacting gases, the evolution can be modeled by a
hydrodynamic expansion, and momentum transfer between the different directions
during the expansion can be traced back to the shear viscosity of the homogenous gas
[55, 56].
Coherent dynamics in superfluids. The long range coherence in a distinctive
feature of superfluids. The existence of a complex order parameter is at the root
of some of the most intriguing manifestations of superfluidity. As far as transport
is concerned, the most important consequence is that the superfluid current is
proportional to the gradient of the phase of the order parameter. This implies in
particular that the superfluid flow is irrotational, and angular momentum within the
fluid is carried by quantized vortices. Such vortices have been extensively studied in
the context of Bose-Einstein condensates, and successfully demonstrated for fermionic
superfluids as well (see [57, 58] for reviews). The irrotational flow is particularly
striking in the connected geometry of a ring trap, where it produces quantized
permanent currents robust against weak perturbations [59, 60, 61, 62].
For clouds or systems composed of several parts separated by short barriers
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or weak links, the long range phase coherence leads to the celebrated Josephson
oscillations. These have been extensively studied with Bose-Einstein condensates,
both as a manifestation of the superfluid character of the system, and as a tool to
realise phase-sensitive measurements [63, 64, 65, 66, 67]. Such weak links have now
been extended to Fermionic superfluids [68].
Spin and heat diffusion Beyond the transport of particles, several other conserved
quantities can be transported within cold atomic clouds. In particular for Fermionic
quantum gases, the internal degree of freedom plays an essential role. For electronic
system it is the spin of the particles, while for cold atoms the different hyperfine states
i.e. the relative orientation of the nuclear and electronic spin, play an analogous role.
In the reminder of this review we refer to internal degrees of freedom as spin in analogy
with the electronic case. Using spin-selective manipulation tools, spin inhomogeneities
can be produced in cold atomic clouds and their evolution monitored [69, 70]. For
instance, a gradient of spin populations was created in [69] by spatially separating the
spin components and the relaxation of the system was observed, providing insights
in the spin-diffusion coefficient of the strongly interacting Fermi gas. In other sets of
experiments, the decoherence of a spin texture was investigated, and the transverse
spin diffusion coefficient was observed [71, 72, 73, 74]. One of the main foci of
these experiments is the investigation of strongly interacting Fermi gases, where the
scattering mean free path is of the order of the inter particle spacing and the coefficients
are believed to take universal values. Heat diffusion has been investigated in the same
spirit by locally heating clouds, but is technically more difficult in that it requires local
measurements of temperatures. The effects of superfluidity and interactions have been
investigated via heat transport [75, 76], and the second sound was observed in strongly
interacting Fermi superfluids[77].
Response to particle decay due to natural or induced losses The existence of
particle loss processes can be used to trigger transport across the system. Intrinsic
losses such as three-body collisions have a natural density dependence, and tend to
create chemical potential and temperature gradients that can be used to extract
transport coefficients [76]. Local addressing techniques allowed it to induce losses
at very short length scales within cold atomic clouds, creating a well defined non-
equilibrium situation, which triggers a time evolution that provides informations on
particle flow within the cloud [78, 79].
Even though these techniques have all intimate links with transport, their relation
to the concepts of conductivity or conductance, as understood in condensed matter
physics, is sometimes very indirect. Questions of timescales, length scales, trap
averaging have to be investigated in a case-by-case fashion.
This review is devoted to the implementation of the Landauer two-terminal
configuration for cold gases. We have developed this technique with the aim of
providing a generic method to extract the equivalent of the DC conductance for a
quantum gas system, in particular for Fermionic quantum gases where the analogy
with condensed matter systems is most relevant. The route that was followed is
inspired from the Laudauer approach to transport, which (i) explicitly considers
terminals that introduce the bias in the system and (ii) applies equally well to charged
and charge neutral particles, since it does not refer in any respect to electric fields or
electrical potentials.
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1.2. Two terminal transport of particles
The generic concept of a two terminal transport measurement is presented in figure 1.
The system of interest is connected on two sides to particle reservoirs, which supply
and collect particles to and from the system. A bias is then introduced between
the two reservoirs, in the form of a chemical potential difference, and the resulting
current through the system is observed. Conceptually, the chemical potential bias
can be thought of as a thermodynamic force, driving a current of the extensive,
thermodynamically conjugate quantity, namely atom number.
By specifying the system of interest, the process by which the system is attached
to the reservoirs is also specified. The nature of the interfaces with the reservoirs may
have a large influence on the results, for example when their geometry leads to particle
reflections. We also suppose that transport inside the conductor is fully elastic, i.e.
energy is strictly conserved, which is realized in cold atoms experiments and in many
condensed matter physics situations as well.
μS
μD
E E
n n
Excess particles
Source Drain
Figure 1. Concept of a two-terminal transport measurement. Source and
drain reservoirs are contacted to the conductor of interest. A chemical potential
difference is introduced between them, leading to different energy distributions of
particles in the source and drain. A net current of particles is driven from the
source, as a result of the excess of particles above the Fermi level of the drain.
The red dashed line indicates the energy distribution of the particles giving rise
to the net current.
These reservoirs play a central role in the concept of two- or multiple terminal
transport measurements. It is assumed that they contain fast relaxation processes
that ensure a quick thermalization of the incoming particles. By analogy with optics,
reservoirs act like perfect Fermionic black-bodies. Two important characteristics follow
from these requirements:
Phase incoherence No quantum interference processes take place inside the
reservoirs at the time and length scales relevant for the transport. This implies
that particles emitted from different reservoirs have no phase relation. This also
implies that energy is the only relevant character of the particles emerging out
of one reservoir. In particular all energetically available momenta are populated
irrespective of the possible directions.
Energy relaxation Incident particles from the conductor are drawn from the energy
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distribution of another reservoir, possibly modified by interactions with the
conductor. Fast scattering processes serve to erase the memory of the incident
particles such that, should it be reemitted at later times, it will appear as drawn
from the energy distribution of the reservoir it is emitted from.
In addition, the reservoirs are assumed to have standard reservoir properties from
the point of view of statistical mechanics: they have a very large heat capacity,
compressibility, spin susceptibility, etc, such that their chemical potential, temperature
or spin potential is not affected by the emission and absorption of particles into and
from the conductor.
In condensed matter physics, these hypothesis are natural and follow from the
experimental situation, where leads are essentially infinite, and the intrinsic complexity
of the materials ensure efficient inelastic processes in the leads. The strength of the
Landauer approach is that it does not require a precise description of the physics of
the reservoirs. The main disadvantage is that the hypothesis are very hard to check
independently of the transport measurements themselves. As will be explained in the
next sections, cold atoms offer a situation where the reservoirs can be experimentally
observed and controlled, providing perspectives for novel tests of the validity and
breakdown of the hypothesis underlying the Landauer approach.
The process by which the bias is introduced is usually not specified, and it is
assumed that the system as a whole reaches a steady state in which a DC current
establishes, and its magnitude only depends on the bias rather than the precise history
of the setup operation. While this is very likely to be the case in most experimental
situations, it is worth noting that in some important cases such as glasses this may
not be the case, or the establishment of the steady state may take exponentially long
times. There again, the cold atom implementation offers a renewed perspective on
this problem, owing to the long timescales at play, opening the possibility to observe
the establishment of a steady state.
The transport process can be understood from the point of view of the energy
distribution in the reservoirs, as presented in figure 1. The two Fermi distributions
describing the left and right reservoirs differ by their chemical potential, the difference
being the bias. Since transport is elastic in the conductor, the current can be
considered separately for each energy. This leads to the fundamental conclusion that
the net current driven by the bias through the conductor originates from a narrow
energy window around the Fermi level, the width of which is set by the bias or the
temperature. In essence, it is a differential measurement where the contributions of
the low energy levels cancel between the source and the drain. The detailed calculation
will be presented later in the specific context of the Landauer formula applied to a
quantum point contact.
The fact that transport is a property of the Fermi surface is well known in
condensed matter physics. The two terminal configuration provides a concrete
implementation of a transport measurement that fulfills this property. Interestingly,
this approach directly applies to charge-neutral particles without having to exhibit
a counterpart to electric fields and electric potentials. In cold atoms, the typical
experimental observable is the density distribution measured destructively at a given
time. It is not energy resolved, leading for example to well known problems of
thermometry in the degenerate regime where most of the atoms reside in the Fermi
sea and carry no information about temperature. Energy resolution is restored using
for example Radio-frequency spectroscopy [80, 81], sensitive to the density of states,
or Bragg spectroscopy measuring the density fluctuation spectrum [82, 83]. These
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techniques do not directly probe the localized or extended nature of the excitations
at the Fermi level, which is an essential ingredient for the classification of phases of
matter into insulating or metallic. The two terminal transport measurements fills
this gap in the cold atoms toolbox. In addition, it gives a precise meaning to the
conductance of a cold atomic gas.
By putting forward a description in terms of system and reservoirs connected
together but spatially separated, the Landauer approach leads naturally to a
description of the system in terms of device, connected to each other in a circuit.
Indeed, figure 1 provides a minimal circuit with two leads and a conductor. While
this is natural for electronic systems, this approach is new in the field of cold atoms,
where most of the systems considered are ”bulk”. The engineering of devices for atoms
has been coined atomtronics, with an emphasis on reproducing the functionality of
electronic devices. Here the device approach to cold atoms provides the natural way
to perform and interpret transport measurements.
1.3. Heat and spin transport
The two-terminal approach can be directly generalized to the transport of other
conserved quantities such as energy, spin etc. The cases of spin and heat (or energy)
are relevant for some experiments and theoretical proposals in the context of cold
atomic gases.
Figure 2a illustrates the case of spin transport. Here we suppose in addition
that there is no interactions between the particles in different spin states within the
reservoirs, or at least that these can be captured within a Fermi liquid picture. The
spin bias, the thermodynamic force conugate to magnetization, can be thought of as
equal in magnitude with opposite chemical potential biases applied to the two spin
components across the conductor. Following the reasoning above, in the narrow energy
window around the Fermi energy, there is an excess of spin up particle incident from
the source, and an excess of spin down particles incident from the drain. As a result,
the net particle current is zero.
Such a configuration is particularly sensitive to scattering between the two spin
components inside the conductor. Indeed, scattering between identical spin particles
is forbidden, and scattering between different spin components is elastic, and thus
conserves the total current. Thus, we expect particle current to be weakly affected
by interactions. In contrast, the spin current can be strongly damped by scattering
since momentum is not conserved within a single spin component. In the extreme
case of a one dimensional system, this yields the famous spin-charge separation. In
conductors where interactions are important, the conductances and spin currents yield
fundamentally different informations compared to particle conductance alone.
In a situation where no net spin polarisation is present, the spin and particle
conductance fully describe the transport properties at the linear response level, and
these are not coupled to each other. When a net spin polarisation is present, spin and
particle transport are no longer independent from each other, and couplings appear
already at the level of linear response.
Heat transport can be envisioned within the same framework, as illustrated in
figure 2b. Here we consider one spin component, and the two reservoirs have identical
chemical potentials but different temperatures, apparent in figure 2b from the different
broadenings of the Fermi distributions. Again reasoning energy by energy, we observe
that a net current of particles is driven from the cold to the hot reservoirs for energies
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Figure 2. (a) Two terminal transport of spin. Opposite chemical potential
differences for the two spin components are introduced between the source and
bias, driving currents of spin up from source to drain and vice versa for spin down.
(b) Two terminal transport of heat. A temperature difference between the source
and drain drives a current of high energy particles from hot to cold, and a current
of low energy particles from cold to hot.
below the Fermi level, and vice-versa above the Fermi level. Since transport is elastic
in the conductor, these processes are responsible for carrying a net energy or heat
current from the hot to the cold reservoir.
There is a fundamental coupling of heat and particle current at the linear response
level [84, 85]: following the sketch of figure 2b, there is no reason a priori for the high
energy particle current above the Fermi level and low energy particle currents below
to cancel each other. When the rate of transport in the conductor depends on energy,
which is typically the case, then a thermoelectric coupling arises, proportional to the
derivative of the transport coefficients with energy †.
In general, when two possible transport processes can take place simultaneously
within one conductor, they are coupled to each other. Thermoelectricity is only one
example of such couplings. The linear response takes the form of an Onsager matrix
with non-zero off-diagonal coefficients relating the currents of extensive quantities to
† Even though we are dealing with neutral particles, we still use the word thermoelectricity to describe
the coupling between particle and heat transport
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the generalized thermodynamic forces. Like for the simple case of particle transport,
the two terminal configuration directly implements these concepts, and suggests a
practical route for experimental investigations.
1.4. Bosons and classical particles
Even though the concepts were so far illustrated on the basis of Fermi gases, the general
ideas of the two terminal setup can be extended to other types of particles. The case
of particles following Boltzman statistics such as high temperature cold atoms gases
is very similar to that of Fermions. The range of energies to be considered in the
transport process is determined by the mean internal energy of the particles and the
temperature.
The case of low temperature bosons is much more delicate, because of the
emergence of the Bose-Einstein condensate. There, the reservoirs acquire a superfluid
character, with properties that are not universal but depend for example on the
interactions between the particles. Contrary to Fermions, the case of non-interacting
Bosons is a pathological case with little experimental relevance. The long range
phase coherence produces macroscopic interferences, that renders the coupling from
the reservoirs to the conductor sensitive of details of the geometry. The cases of
superfluid reservoirs is of particular relevance to cold atoms and will be treated in
details in section 5.
The particular case of the atom laser, derived from a Bose-Einstein condensate
but constituting a strongly non-equilibrium case with a highly monochromatic beam
of particles strongly resembles the case of Fermions with a low temperature but a
large bias (one reservoir is the vacuum) [50, 51, 54]. Guided atom lasers are actually
being used as sources for atom optics, giving access to quantities such as the energy
dependent transmission coefficient for atoms in structures, that are closely related
to the transport coefficients in the Landauer configuration [52, 53], as explained in
section 4.
2. Two-terminal configuration for cold atoms
The two-terminal formulation provides a natural framework for the study of transport
processes in charge neutral systems such as cold atoms. We now describe the two-
terminal transport setup that we operate in our group, that implements the principles
exposed above. For concreteness, we will give precise numbers from our experimental
setup, but most of the experimental techniques can be generalized for example to
different atomic species or different platforms such as atom chips [86].
The concept shares some similarities with previously implemented techniques such
as double-wells or ring traps in the context of Bose-Einstein condensates. These
experiments will be discussed in section 5 in the wider context of superfluid transport
with cold atoms. We only briefly describe the aspects of cold atomic gases that are
not directly related to the transport experiments, referring the readers to general
textbooks about this topic (for example [81]).
2.1. Cold Lithium gas with tunable interactions
The preparation of quantum degenerate Fermi gases in our setup follows standard
procedures developed in the field over the last years. Our apparatus is described in
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[87]. It produces a quantum degenerate Fermi gas consisting of about Nσ = 10
5 atoms
in each of two different hyperfine states labeled by σ, which play the role of a spin
degree of freedom. We reach temperatures in the range of T = 0.1TF to 0.3TF , where
TF = ~ω¯ (6Nσ)1/3 is the Fermi temperature of the trapped gas. Here ω¯ = (ωxωyωz)1/3,
where ωi is the angular trap frequency in direction i.
In cases where there are no interactions, TF coincides with the Fermi temperature
of a homogenous system ~2/2m
(
6pi2nσ
)2/3
with a density per spin component nσ
equal to the density of the trapped gas at the center. Importantly, in the presence of
interactions, the total atom number is constant, hence TF is constant even though the
actual density of atoms varies. There is thus in general no direct relation between TF
and the actual density of particles anywhere in the trap. Complementarily, certain
situations require a description of the gas within the local density approximation where
the local density of the gas at one point r in the cloud is associated with a local Fermi
temperature T0(r) = ~2/2m
(
6pi2nσ(r)
) 2
3 . T0 and TF can be deduced from each other
using the equation of state of the gas.
The interactions between atoms in the same spin component are suppressed by
Fermi statistics, and s-wave scattering occurs for pairs of atoms in different hyperfine
states. It stems from the van der Waals force between atoms, and at the density and
energy scales of cold atoms experiments, the only relevant parameter is the scattering
length a. It depends on the precise molecular structure of the two atoms problem.
The coupling between two atoms colliding in free space and a molecular channel leads
to Feshbach resonances: the scattering length diverges upon tuning the energy of
the molecular channel with respect to the scattering channel using a homogenous
magnetic field. As a result, the scattering length is a control parameter that can be
varied, kepping everything else equal over a wide range, up the unitary limit reached
on the resonance itself. More details on this phenomenon and the associated physics
can be found in dedicated reviews, for example [88, 89].
The evolution of the scattering length of two Lithium atoms as a function of
magnetic field is presented in figure 3, based on the data of [90]. Depending on the
situations, different mixtures of hyperfine states are used. In general, we found that
the mixture of the lowest and third lowest hyperfine states (labeled 1 and 3) offers
more flexibility in tuning the interactions while showing negligible losses, and our most
recent measurements operate with this mixture. Otherwise the mixture of the first
and second states (labeled 1 and 2) is used. Two operation regimes are used for the
experiments: (i) the low or moderate interaction regime, at low magnetic field, where
the scattering length presents a local minimum and can be continuously tuned to zero,
and (ii) the BEC-BCS crossover region which contains the unitary regime, where the
system explores the strongly attractive regime, and becomes an s-wave superfluid at
low temperatures [2, 4].
2.2. Trapping configuration
The configuration of traps that is used in the setup is presented in figure 4. It consists
in (i) an optical dipole trap confining the atoms along the x and z directions and (ii)
a magnetic field with positive curvature providing a weak confinement along the y
direction. The trapping frequency along y depends on the magnetic field and thus is
slightly different between the weakly and strongly interacting regimes. The position
of the minimum of the magnetic field is controlled by the addition of a magnetic field
gradient.
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Figure 3. Feshbach resonances between two pairs of the |1〉, |2〉, |3〉 states of
6Li, used in the experiments. a, Scattering length as a function of magnetic field.
b, Zoom of a, onto the low magnetic field region to the left of the resonances.
Figure 4. Trapping configuration. The dipole trap (red focused laser beam)
creates the radial confinement, whereas the axial confinement (y direction) is
created by the curvature of the Feshbach magnetic field.
Figure 5. A blue-detuned TEM01-like laser mode propagates along the x
direction and is focused on the center of the cigar-shaped cloud. This defines
a quasi-2D channel and two smoothly connected reservoirs.
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This elongated cloud is the basis in which the two-terminal system is carved. To
this end a beam propagating along the x direction, having a nodal line oriented along
y at its center, intersects the cloud, as presented in figure 5. This beam is produced
using holographic techniques [91, 92] and approximates a TEM01 mode close to the
center. Its wavelength is 532 nm, so that it expels atoms from the high intensity
regions, thus creating a quasi-two-dimensional region at the center of the cloud. It
has a waist of 30µm in the y direction, much shorter than the size of the cloud (about
300µm). The Gaussian nature of the beam ensures a smooth connection between
the tightly confined region and the large, unperturbed regions at both sides. The
number of atoms in the confined region is of the order of 103, very low compared to
the population in the unperturbed regions at both sides. The separation of scales
between the mesoscopic, tightly confined region and the large reservoirs consisting in
the large, unperturbed harmonic traps at both ends allows to consider this system as
a realisation of the two terminal configuration for transport.
The tightly confined region resides in the focal plane of two confocal microscope
objectives [87]. This arrangement allows for the observation of the details of the atomic
distributions. Furthermore, a wide range of potential landscapes can be projected onto
the confined region, by sending light with a tailored intensity distribution through
the microscopes. The high numerical aperture of the microscopes leads to potential
variations at the scale of micro-meter, the scale of the Fermi wavelength.
A conceptually similar system was realized at the same time for classical atomic
gases of laser cooled atoms [93]. There, a cold atom cloud of 87Rb was trapped
in a two reservoirs configuration produced using a spatial light modulator (SLM)
producing in the region of the atoms a binary structure as shown in figure 6. The use
of a SLM provides a wide tenability for the structure, and the transverse size of the
channel connecting the reservoirs was varied between 240 and 576µm. The optical
imperfections rendered the walls of the structure rough at the scale of 10µm.
Again, this shares the same form as our chemical inductance, differ-
ing by a factor of e2 and a numerical factor.
The methods that we used to calculate the capacitance and resist-
ance of classical ideal gas circuit elements can be extended to other
atomic systems such as degenerate Fermi gases and Bose-Einstein
condensates. To define the chemical capacitance, all that is needed is
the dependence of the chemical potential on atom number. The
momentum distribution of the sample determines the effusion rate,
which leads directly to the chemical resistance. Table 1 summarizes
these results for 2D and 3D non-interacting classical gases, non-
interacting degenerate Fermi gases, and BECs. The BEC cases are
derived using the Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equations for hard-wall con-
tainers in the Thomas-Fermi limit. In this case it is not sufficient to
describe the system as consisting of point particles with classical
trajectories, which is needed to derive the resistance, thus this is
omitted. The 2D Fermi gas capacitance formula is exact. The classical
gas and the 3D Fermi gas capacitances are all the first-order terms in
Taylor series expansions.
Results
To realize a classical ideal gas neutral atom capacitor, we begin with a
sample of 87Rb atoms, cooled and confined using a magneto-optical
trap10 (MOT). This MOT is created inside of a free-space atom chi
that consists of two circular containers separated by a rectangular
channel. The method used for creating this potential is discussed in
the methods section. At time t5 0, the atoms are released from the
MOT after a final cooling stage, and allowed to flow between the
containers for a variable amount of time, after which a fluorescence
image is taken of the atoms. We directly image the gas flow between
the containers with this setup. The evolution of this system can be
seen in figure 1. We point out that the arrangement employed is
similar to that used in atom-optics billiards where a circular potential
is known to lead to ’’regular’’ dynamics, which would affect the
effusion rate in our experiment11. In our case however, the container
walls are not smooth, as discussed in themethods. Because of this the
atom-wall collisions are not always specular, leading to ergodic
dynamics, thus our use of equation (6) is valid. Figure 2 shows the
decay of the normalized number imbalance N/Ne as a function of
time for several channel widths, as well as the solution to the RLC
differential equation for the parameters used. The only fit parameter
for the RLC solution is the initial atom number imbalance.
Discussion
For channels up to approximately half the width of the containers,
the data and theory agree well. For channels that approach the width
of the containers (green plot in figure 2), the assumption of local
equilibrium is no longer valid, and good agreement is not expected,
and indeed is not seen. The nature of the disagreement appears to be
inductive, showing a significant overshoot. This however, is not the
inductance we derive, which is too small to account for this phenom-
enon.
We have experimentally demonstrated atomtronic capacitors and
resistors, and shown how to construct an atomtronic inductor, all on
a free-space atom chip defined using 2D optical dipole potentials.
These basic linear devices are necessary for biasing active devices,
and are also essential for constructing oscillators and filters. Inte-
gration into systems such as loops containing BECs1, atomtronic
Josep son junctions based on BECs, BEC analogs of SQUIDs12,
and atomtronic batteries, diodes and transistors2, is made much
more simple through the flexibility of our atom-chip technique.
Methods
To create the trap geometry that was necessary to carry out this experiment, we used
what we call free-space atom chips, which are a type of crossed optical dipole trap.We
use a sheet dipole t ap to confine the atoms to a 2D plane. O top of this, we project an
arbitrary 2D optical dipole potential to create the geometry necessary for the
experiment. In this particular experiment, the sheet trap was a blue-detuned,
repulsive beam confining the atoms from below, with gravity confining them from
above.
In the plane, we cr ate ur arbitrary 2D patt rn using a generalize ph se contrast
approach13. This scheme is shown in figure 3 a). A phase pattern is imprinted onto an
input TEM00 beam and sent through a 4-f imaging system.We used a 2D spatial light
modulator (SLM) to imprint the pattern. At the Fourier plane, there is a phase-
contrast filter that shifts the phase of the lowest spatial frequencies, which exist near
the optical axis, byp relative to the remaining pati l frequencies of the beam. Th two
parts of the beam interfere in the output plane to produce an intensity profile that
mirrors the input phase mask. This plane is imaged onto the sheet potential, effec-
tively etching the sheet to create our free-space atom chip. The intensity profile for
one of our capacitor potentials is shown in figure 3 b). Thismethod, with the use of the
computer-addressable SLM, allows us to create and easily modify the confining
potential used in the experiment. This ability was integral to this experiment as it
Figure 2 | Comparison of experimental data to analytic solution. The
points indicate the experimental data and the solid lines represent the
relevant RLC solution. The black line is for a channel width of 240 mm, the
red 384 mm, and the green 576 mm. From equations (5,10), the RC time
constant, t~
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pm
2kT
r
!A
w
, can be calculated for each of these systems to be 34,
21 and 14 ms respectively. The diameter of each container is 600 mm. For
each experimental data point, 8 individual runs were averaged. The error
bars are the standard deviation of the mean.
Figure 3 | Phase-Contrast imaging system with typical output. a) A basic phase-contrast imaging system with input phase mask, phase-contrast filter,
and 4-f lens arrangement, and b) a typical output pattern used to create blue-detuned optical dipole potentials for an atom capacitor. The blue (white)
areas correspond to light (absence of light).
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Figure 6. Potential pattern used to create a atomic capacitor, with two reservoirs
connected by a channel. The transverse size of the channel is > 240µm. The
roughness in the potential distribution comes from optical imperfections. Figure
extracted from [93].
2.3. Initialisation
In order to induce currents through the mesoscopic region, we introduce a bias between
the two reservoirs. Three different procedures are used for the three kinds of biases
used throughout our past experiments. These are summarized in figure 7.
Particle number imbalance A particle number difference between two reversoirs
having the same geometry allows for the introduction of a chemical potential bias.
Such a difference is produced by shifting the position of the center of the magnetic
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Figure 7. Biasing the reservoirs. The solid line represents to potential landscape
combining a large parabolic trap and an extra confinement at the center, the level
of the blue color represents the chemical potential. Left: Creation of a chemical
potential bias. Middle: Creation of a temperature bias. Right: Creation of a spin
bias.
confinement along the transport direction (y), before the evaporation process, by
applying an extra magnetic field gradient ‡. The subsequent evaporation produces
a cold cloud with unequal populations, but with the same chemical potential, due
to thermal equilibration during the evaporation process. Afterwards, a ”wall” beam
is introduced, consisting in a blue detuned, elliptic beam creating a large repulsive
potential barrier over the conductor, preventing any exchange between the reservoirs.
The magnetic field gradient is then adiabatically reduced, restoring the symmetry
between the geometry of the two reservoirs, but maintaining the population difference
constant. The chemical potential bias can be finely adjusted by controlling the
strength of the magnetic field gradient.
Temperature imbalance To introduce a temperature imbalance, a balanced situation
with the same atom number and temperature is first produced, then a ”wall” beam
produced using a blue detuned laser beam focused on the channel is turned on,
separating the two reservoirs. Another laser beam, red detuned from resonance, is
then focused on one reservoir creating a perturbation. The power of this beam is
‡ Note that in the relevant regimes where a large offset magnetic field is present, all hyperfine states
have the same magnetic moment. Thus the magnetic field gradient only couples to density.
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then modulated at the frequency of the radial breathing mode of the cloud, thereby
depositing energy into one reservoir by parametric heating. Controlling the duration
and amplitude of the excitation allows for a precise adjustment of the heating.
Spin bias To create a spin bias, we build on a technique developed in [69]. A
difficulty is that for the relevant cases where a high offset magnetic field is present, the
different hyperfine components have the same magnetic moment. For weak magnetic
field offsets, the densities and scattering lengths do not permit efficient evaporative
cooling. We thus first produce a cold Fermi gas in a balanced mixture of states 1 and
2 at an offset field of 302 G, then ramp down the magnetic field to 52 G, where the
spin components have different magnetic moments. A pulse of magnetic field gradient
initiates dipole oscillations, which have different frequencies due to the magnetic nature
of the confinement along the transport direction. The dipole oscillations for the two
components dephase with time, producing transiently a cloud centered in the trap
but having finite displacement between the spin component. The oscillations are then
abruptly interrupted by turning on a strong ”wall” beam, disconnecting the two sides
of the cloud. The confinement at the center of the cloud is then ramped up together
with the other beams producing the potential landscape in the conductor, and the
offset field is ramped up to high values again. Atoms in state 2 are transferred to
state 3 using a high efficiency Landau-Zener radiofrequency sweep. Finally, an extra
step of evaporative cooling brings the reservoirs down to low temperatures allowing
for superfluidity [25].
2.4. Transport measurements
Transport measurements are initiated by removing the ”wall” beam separating the
reservoirs, which allows the reservoirs to exchange particles through the conductor.
After an evolution time t, the wall beam is abruptly turned back on, and the laser
beams producing the confinement in the conductor and the potential structures are
adiabatically turned down. This turns the reservoirs into half-harmonic traps, where
atom number and temperatures can be estimated using the time-of-flight technique
applied to the transverse direction.
In order to extract the conductance from the time evolution of the atom number
in the two reservoirs, we make use of a simple linear resistor-capacitor (RC) model.
This model captures the essential features of the measurements, and is very helpful to
disentangle the effects genuinely originating from transport from those reflecting the
thermodynamics of the reservoirs. We introduce it here for the simple case of particle
transport. The cases of heat and spin transport will be covered in dedicated sections
below.
Consider two arbitrarily shaped atomic reservoirs connected by a channel
characterized solely by its conductance G. It may have any dimension and an arbitrary
shape, the only requirement should be that it contains a negligible atom number
compared to the reservoirs. This condition implies that G is low enough to not
place the reservoirs out of equilibrium by a too fast emptying of the reservoirs. At
equilibrium the reservoirs have the same chemical potential µ0, but may contain in
general a different number of atoms, NL,0 and NR,0, as sketched in Fig. 8a. Imagine
that we shuffle ∆N˜/2 atoms from reservoir R to reservoir L, i.e.
NL = NL,0 + ∆N˜/2 (1)
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Figure 8. Generic two-terminal model. a, Two reservoirs of different
size and shape are connected by a transport channel. Upon transfer of ∆N˜/2
particles from the right to the left reservoirs a chemical potential bias ∆µ arises.
b, Corresponding RC circuit: left and right reservoir are represented each by a
capitor, having a capacitance CL and CL. They can be charged by moving the
switch in the vertical position. A discharge through the resistor R is initiated by
moving the switch in the horizontal position.
NR = NR,0 −∆N˜/2. (2)
This will change the chemical potential in each of the reservoirs to
µL(R) = µ0 + ∆µL(R). (3)
The changes in chemical potential can be expressed in linear response in terms of the
compressibilities CL(R) = ∂NL(R)/∂µL(R) of the reservoirs:
∆µL =
1
CL
∆N˜
2
(4)
∆µR = −
1
CR
∆N˜
2
. (5)
The difference in chemical potential or the chemical potential bias ∆µ = µL − µR is
thus given by
∆µ =
(
1
CL
+
1
CR
)
∆N˜
2
=
1
Ceff
∆N˜
2
, (6)
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where we have introduced an effective compressibility Ceff. To get the dynamics of
the system we differentiate Eqn. (6) with respect to time obtaining
d
dt
∆µ =
1
Ceff
d
dt
∆N˜
2
= − 1
Ceff
I = − G
Ceff
∆µ, (7)
where we used of the definition of the current I = − d
dt
∆N˜
2 , which is positive when the
particle flow goes from reservoir L to reservoir R. Since we assumed linear response,
∆µ is linearly related to ∆N˜ by Eqn. (6) and we obtain the same differential equation
for ∆N˜ :
d
dt
∆N˜ = − G
Ceff
∆N˜ . (8)
The solution of Eqn. (7) and (8) with the initial condition ∆µ(t = 0) = ∆µini and
∆N˜(t = 0) = ∆N˜ini (= 2Ceff∆µini) is an exponential decay of the chemical potential
bias or particle number imbalance as a function of time,
∆µ(t) = ∆µini exp(−t/τ) (9)
∆N˜(t) = ∆N˜ini exp(−t/τ), (10)
with a time constant τ = Ceff/G. This is analogous to the discharge of a capacitor,
having a capacitance Ceff = ∂Q/∂U , through a resistor R = 1/G: the chemical
potential difference ∆µ is the analogue of the voltage U across the capacitor and
∆N˜/2 corresponds to the charge Q on the capacitor. More precisely, the capacitor
corresponding to Ceff can be thought of as two capacitors in series, one corresponding
to CL and the other to CR. The corresponding RC circuit is drawn in Fig. 8b. In
the experiment we rather measure the total atom number difference between both
reservoirs
∆N = NL −NR = (NL,0 −NR,0) + ∆N˜ = ∆N0 + ∆N˜ , (11)
where ∆N0 is the difference in atom number between the two reservoirs at equilibrium.
Typically, ∆N0/(NL + NR) is on the few per cent level and depends on the precise
alignment of the channel with respect to the cigar-shaped cloud.
Using expression (11) in Eqn. (10) we obtain the time evolution of ∆N ,
∆N(t) = ∆N0 + ∆N˜ini exp(−t/τ). (12)
This simple reasoning requires the following important remarks. First, the
hypothesis underlying the reasoning is that the reservoirs maintain their internal
equilibrium at each point in time, as necessary for the validity of the Landauer
approach. In our experiment, this is ensured by the separation of length scales between
large reservoirs and a small conductor. Currents through the conductor are weak
enough that the corresponding perturbation on the reservoirs is small. In particular,
we operate in the regime where ωτ  1, where ω is the typical trap frequency of the
reservoirs, such that the current does not couple to the internal excitation modes of
the reservoirs.
Second, the quantity which is experimentally accessible without any further
assumption is the time scale τ , corresponding to the exponential decay of the
initial perturbation. Such an exponential decay is typical for many cold atom
experiments where dynamics following a quench is measured. The important difference
introduced by operating with reservoirs connected to a mesoscopic system is that
τ can now be decomposed into two contributions: a thermodynamic contribution,
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the compressibility, and a genuine transport coefficient G. In situations where a
global relaxation of the system is observed, transport and thermodynamics occur
simultaneously at the same time and length scales, preventing the study of transport
independently of the static properties.
Third, in our mesoscopic approach, the compressibility is a property of the
reservoirs only. Thus, the conductance can be directly studied, either by modifying
the conductor only and comparing the subsequent evolution of τ , or by directly
modeling the reservoirs and calculating Ceff, allowing for the extraction of G. For non
interacting gases, accurate modeling of the reservoirs is available for any temperature
and spin polarisation, provided the shape of the potentials is known. For interacting
gases, recent experiments have provided high precision measurements of the equation
of state of the homogenous Fermi gas [94, 95, 96, 97, 98], that can be used as an input to
estimate G. For cases not covered by these measurements, one can rely on theoretical
calculations, but without experimental benchmark these can have systematic errors
that may be hard to estimate, in particular with strong interactions.
Fourth, the exponential decay of the initial imbalance is a direct consequence of
the linear response hypothesis. Deviations from an exponential decay directly indicate
a breakdown of linear response, which can be tracked down to a non linear current-bias
relation. This is in particular expected for superfluids [24, 25], see section 6.1.
In this reasoning, it was supposed that the currents are weak enough that no
inductive effects have to be taken into account. These typically arise due to the finite
mass of the particles: the potential or interaction energy stored in the capacitive
element can also be converted and stored in the form of kinetic energy of the atoms.
This is best illustrated by the trivial limiting case where the channel is absent. One is
then left with a harmonic trap where an initial imbalance triggers undamped dipole
oscillations. The parasitic inductance gives a significant contribution only when the
relaxation timescale is comparable or lower than the trap frequency along the transport
direction. A possible model in this case is the RLC circuit, which was put forward
in [93], where explicit expressions were derived for inductive terms. These effects are
important in the case of superfluids where large currents can be driven even through
narrow channels.
The period of dipole oscillations is also a lower bound on the thermalisation time
scale of the reservoirs. As a result in the presence of large currents the reservoirs
cannot be considered at equilibrium at each point in time: among other issues, the
instantaneous chemical potential cease to have a meaning and the capacitive effect of
the reservoirs is not anymore given by the equilibrium compressibility.
3. Transport in the multimode regime
We now examine transport experiments with weakly interacting Fermions, where the
concepts described in the previous section are used to investigate ballistic and diffusive
transport [18, 20]. This section is dedicated to experiments where transport takes place
in a regime of weak transverse confinement in the channel, such that the transverse size
of the channel is larger than the Fermi wavelength, or equivalently the Fermi energy
is larger than the trap frequencies. In this case, the quantization of the motion of
atoms along the transverse direction of the conductor do not play a strong role. These
experiments have provided the first proof of principle for the two-terminal approach in
cold atomic gases, demonstrating the potential of the technique. They are also used as
a benchmark for the more intricate experimental situations explored in later sections.
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Figure 9. Observation of ohmic conduction. (A) Measured number
difference between the two reservoirs as a function of time. The solid line is
an exponential fit to the data. (B) Current as a function of number difference
between the two reservoirs, measured from the exponential fit of panel A, for two
different confinements in the channel. A small offset obtained from the fits in
panel A, which is due to a slight misalignment of the channel with respect to the
center of the trap, has been subtracted. Circles: maximum center frequency along
z set to 3.9 kHz, triangles : 3.2 kHz. The lines are linear fits to the data. Figure
adapted from [18].
3.1. Conduction
The two-terminal transport experiments reported in [18] were performed with Fermi
gases at a scattering length of -145 a0, in the weakly interacting regime and at a
temperature of 0.36(18)TF . The estimated mean free path for inter particle collisions
was ' 1.3 mm, larger than the typical size of the cloud (∼ 300µm). The collision rate
in the reservoirs was estimated to be ' 30 ms, ensuring thermalisation at this time
scale. §
In these experiments, the channel is defined solely by the tight vertical
confinement of the TEM01-like mode. The frequency along this direction was at
most 3.9 kHz, lower than temperature and Fermi temperature such that even along
the tightly confined direction, several quantum mechanical modes are populated. The
resulting transport is thus taking place in a quasi-classical regime.
The decay of the initially prepared imbalance was observed to be exponential,
as shown in figure 9A, in agreement with the linear response hypothesis. The decay
time τ is 170(14) ms, larger than the collision rate in the reservoirs, and much larger
than the trap frequencies in the reservoirs, such that the decomposition of τ into a
reservoir compressibility and a conductance for the channel is justified. Extracting
the derivative of the decay curve at each point in time, using a linear fit to successive
points, yields a set of measured currents, with the corresponding average particle
number difference. The resulting data are presented in figure 9B, representing the
first observation of Ohm’s law with cold atomic gases.
§ In this experiment, no ”wall” beam was used to separate the clouds, but the slow timescale of
transport compared to the switch off time of the magnetic field gradient was used instead to initialise
the transport.
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The microscopic origins of the resistance in the case of ballistic transport is the
highly restricted phase space available in the contact compared to the reservoirs, such
that most of the atoms impinging onto the channel are actually reflected elastically.
This can be put on formal ground using the Landauer formalism, which will be
presented in the next section. A consequence of the ballistic nature of transport in
the channel is that the density inside the channel in the presence of a DC current
is uniform. Thus, the variations of densities in the presence of the current are
concentrated at the contacts between the channel and the reservoirs [99].
Absorption imaging was used in order to observe the density distribution across
the channel in the presence of current. Such a picture is shown in figure 10A, where the
two reservoirs can be seen on both sides of a low density region, the channel. In the
presence of a chemical potential difference between the reservoirs driving a current
though the channel, the density distribution is slightly modified. The difference
between the density distributions in the presence and in the absence of current is
shown in figure 10B. Integration along the direction transverse to the channel yields
a line density difference shown in figure 10C. The plateau at zero centered on the
channel demonstrates the ballistic character of the channel, while the drop of density
is concentrated at the contacts.
These observations were repeated with a channel on which a strong disorder was
imposed, using the potential induced by a laser speckle pattern [6]. The confinement
along the vertical direction was reduced in order for the disordered channel to exhibit
the same conductance as the ballistic one (the same bias applied to the reservoirs
was producing the same current). The corresponding line-density difference along the
channel is shown in blue on figure 10C, showing a linear decrease of the density across
the channel, as expected for a diffusive system.
The distribution of density difference across the channel contains informations
about the local transport properties, such as mobility or resistivity. An important
difficulty however lies in the non-equilibrium nature of the transport phenomena,
preventing the unambiguous attribution of a chemical potential to a region of space
from the knowledge of the density. In the case of charged particles this can be
circumvented by referring to a local value of the electrical potential, which can
always be well defined by solving Maxwell’s equations, and connects with the chemical
potential at equilibrium. For neutral particles, the distribution is not coupled to any
field and thus cannot be related to a potential unless local equilibrium is achieved.
A pragmatic solution suggested in [99] and used in [18] is to attribute to a point a
chemical potential that would be required to achieve the corresponding density at
equilibrium. This gives a meaning to the question ”were does the chemical potential
drop ?”. However one should keep in mind that this refers to a fictitious equilibrium
situation, which is not the one actually realised in the experiments. Measurements in
condensed matter systems have actually shown that the distribution is very far from
thermal inside a driven conductor [100, 101].
3.2. Thermoelectric effects
As the cold atoms are isolated from the environment, energy is strictly conserved
throughout the entire transport measurement. This gives an opportunity to investigate
heat transport in a situation where energy can only be carried from one reservoir to
the other via particle exchange, in contrast to solid materials where phonons and
other excitations can contribute. In addition, the direct imaging of the momentum
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Figure 10. Investigation of ballistic and diffusive conduction using high-
resolution imaging. (A) Absorption picture of the density in the channel,
for a cloud at equilibrium (no current). (B) Difference between two pictures
taken at equilibrium and with a current of 104 s−1. The color is orange for
positive difference and green for negative. (C) Line-density difference obtained
by accumulating B along the x-axis, for a ballistic channel (red full circles) and
for a diffusive channel having the same conductance (blue open circles), in the
presence of the same current. The solid lines are smoothed data to guide the eye.
(D) Focus on the central part of the line density difference. Figure adapted from
[18].
distribution in the reservoirs gives a direct access to the total entropy during the
transport process and permits to keep track of entropy exchange and creation, thus
allowing to isolate the reversible processes from irreversible ones. These rather unique
conditions are ideal test beds for the fundamental principles of thermoelectricity,
and more generally heat engines, with a quantitative comparison possible with a
microscopic theory.
In the quasi-classical regime with weakly interacting particles, measurements
of heat transport and thermoelectric power were performed and reported in [20]
using the two terminal configuration. The theoretical description parallels that of
particle transport, except that linear response relations take matrix forms with off-
diagonal coefficients describing coupling between heat and particle currents and the
temperature and chemical potential bias.
The linear response transport is described within linear response by the ”Onsager”
matrix connecting the currents of extensive quantities to the gradients of the
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thermodynamically conjugated quantities:(
IN
IS
)
= −G
(
1 αch
αch L+ α
2
ch
)(
µc − µh
Tc − Th
)
. (13)
where IN , IS are the particle and entropy currents, Th, µh and Tc, µc refer to
temperature and chemical potentials of the hot and cold reservoirs respectively, and
T¯ = (Th + Tc)/2. G is the particle conductance, L =
GT
T¯G
is the Lorenz number with
GT the heat conductance and αch is the thermopower of the channel. The symmetric
nature of the matrix is a consequence of Onsager’s relations [84].
Note that we formulate the problem in terms of the entropy currents rather than
energy currents. The final results are the same but the use of entropy provides a
more direct distinction between reversible and irreversible processes, which are of
fundamental interest in assessing the thermodynamic efficiency [102].
Similarly, the reservoirs are characterised by a ”Maxwell” matrix, symmetric by
virtue of the Maxwell relations(
∆N
∆S
)
=
(
κ καr
καr
Cµ
T
)(
∆µ
∆T
)
, (14)
with κ = ∂N∂µ
∣∣∣
T
, αr =
∂S
∂N
∣∣
T
= − ∂µ∂T
∣∣∣
N
, Cµ = T
∂S
∂T
∣∣
µ
the compressibility, dilatation
coefficient, and specific heat of each reservoir respectively. Further we have written
∆µ = µc − µh and ∆T = Tc − Th. All thermodynamic quantities are evaluated at the
average temperature T¯ and particle number (Nc +Nh)/2.
A reasoning similar to that of equation 8 yields the time evolution of the
populations and temperatures of the reservoirs:
τ0
d
dt
(
∆N
∆T
)
= −
(
1 −κ(αr − αch)
−αr−αch`κ L+(αr−αch)
2
`
)(
∆N
∆T
)
. (15)
Here, ` = CN
κT¯
is an analogue of the Lorenz number for the reservoirs, measuring
the relative magnitude of thermal fluctuations of entropy and atom number, and
τ0 = κG
−1 is the particle transport timescale identical to the decay constant for
particle transport.
The experiments where performed in conditions similar to that of the previous
section. Transport is initialised by introducing a temperature bias between the
reservoirs, using a laser focused in one of the reservoirs which is modulated to induce
parametric heating, as depicted in figure 11A. The subsequent evolution of particle
number and temperature in the reservoirs after various evolution times is presented
in figure 11B and C. It should be noted that measuring temperatures separately in
the two reservoirs is much more challenging than evaluating the atom numbers, and
these experiments could only be performed at moderate temperatures where the atom
numbers are large in each reservoir and the signal to noise ratio for fitting the cloud
profiles is not strongly reduced by Fermi statistics [103].
Temperatures in there reservoirs converge exponentially, reflecting heat transport
between the reservoirs in a manner similar to particle transport in the simple RC
model. That the convergence temperature is equal to the average of the initial
temperatures of the reservoirs is a further indication that despite the large temperature
difference the evolution is still within liner response. The atom number imbalance,
initially zero, first increases linearly and then decreases back to zero. This transient
effect represents the thermoelectric response of the system.
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Figure 11. Thermoelectricc transport experiment. A: A quasi-two
dimensional channel connects two atomic reservoirs. A gate beam intersects with
the channel and blocks particle and heat transport. A heating beam traverses
the left reservoir and heats it in a controlled way. B: Th (red) and Tc (blue) as a
function of time. Dashed line : T¯ at the initial time. C: ∆N/Ntot as a function
of time. In the channel νz was set to 3.5 kHz with a disorder of average strength
542 nK (see text). Figure adapted from [20]
As highlighted in the previous sections, the response is the combination of two
factors, a thermodynamic response of the reservoirs and a transport response from the
channel. This is crucial in the context of thermoelectricity. Here, the thermodynamic
part leads to a decrease of the chemical potential with increasing temperature at fixed
particle number, as is well known in cold atoms physics. This leads to a temperature
induces chemical potential bias, that induce a particle current. This effect has nothing
to do with thermoelectric effects, it would be present even with a purely diagonal
Onsager matrix.
The genuine thermoelectric response of the system, contained in the off-diagonal
elements of the Onsager matrix, creates an additional contribution to transport which
depends on the details of the channel geometry. In the experiments of [20], it turns
out to be positive, i.e. directed from high temperature to low temperature. As a result
the thermoelectric and thermodynamic contributions compete with each other. The
positive current in figure 11C indicates that the thermoelectric effects dominate.
An important consequence of this particular combination is that the current
is driven from the low chemical potential reservoir to the high chemical potential
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Figure 12. Thermoelectricity in the ballistic to diffusive crossover.
Rmax versus timescale τ0 for the diffusive (gray squares) and ballistic case (open
circles). Figure adapted from [20].
reservoir, i.e. against the bias. In other words, the channel operates like a heat
engine, generating work in the form of current flowing against the bias out of the
connection of a hot and cold reservoir. Because of its isolated nature, the engine
is not able to perform cycles since the heat inserted in the reservoir remains in the
system. However, the cycle is closed up to a global increase of temperature and was
analysed in [20].
The strength of the thermoelectric response was quantified experimentally using
a figure of merit R = (∆N/Ntot)/(∆T0/TF ), with ∆T0 the initial temperature
imbalance. With increasing the confinement in the channel, the thermoelectric
response and the time scale τ characterising particle transport increase.
The experiments were repeated in the presence of disorder in the channel, where
transport crosses over from ballistic to diffusive. Also in this case, transport time
scale and thermoelectric response were seen to increase together. The thermoelectric
response is presented in figure 12 as a function of the measured τ for both the ballistic
and diffusive cases. Interestingly, for a given τ , i.e. for a given resistance of the channel,
the disordered channel is seen to have a much higher thermoelectric response, up to
three times higher than the ballistic channel.
The physical reason is the much stronger dependence on energy of the rate of
particle transport across the channel, compared to ballistic transport. In the ballistic
case, the dependence in energy comes from the variations of the density of modes with
energy. In the case of disordered channels, transport typically proceeds by random
walks, modified by the wave nature of matter. Typical distributions of the random
potential, like the speckle patterns used in most experiments with cold atoms, yield
mean free paths that have very strong energy dependance. These variations lead to a
strong asymmetry around the Fermi level between high energy particles predominantly
emitted by the hot reservoir and low energy particles emitted by the cold one (or
equivalently between particles and holes), leading to enhanced thermoelectric response
[104].
A theoretical model for the reservoirs and channel was used in [20] in order
to extract transport coefficients from the time evolution of temperatures and atom
number differences. For the case of ballistic transport, good agreement was found
between the predications, based on the Landauer theory and ideal gas thermodynmics
and the observations. The case of a disordered channel was modeled using a heuristic
interpolation formula allowing to describe the crossover from ballistic to diffusive [99].
To model the diffusive transport, a power law dependance of the scattering time on
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the disorder strength was fitted to the data, showing good agreement.
The microscopic understanding of transport of cold atoms in realistic speckle
potentials is a topic on its own, far beyond the specific case of two-terminal transport
(see [105] for a systematic treatment). We only point out the fact that the energy
dependence of the transport properties is a general feature of disordered systems,
which is likely to be a key for the interpretation of the new generation of experiments
studying high temperature transport in closed systems [106].
In the same spirit, the coupling of spin and heat transport in Fermi gases was
analyzed theoretically [107, 108] following the spin diffusion experiments [109, 69].
By introducing a spin polarization in a Fermi gas, one creates an energy mismatch
between the Fermi surfaces of the minority and majority populations. As polarization
gradients or temperature differences are introduced, currents of heat or spin arise as
a result of the differential relaxation of the high energy atoms with respect to the low
energy ones, similarly to the thermoelectric effects described above. As interactions
are varied in the vicinity of the Feshbach resonance, the interaction cross section
between the two spin components changes from hard-core, energy insensitive in the
weakly interacting limit to unitary with an inverse square dependence on momentum.
This yields qualitative changes in the spin-Seebeck coefficients. [107, 108].
The operation of the channel as a heat engine evidenced by the driving of currents
against the chemical potential bias provides perpectives for the use of transport in
order to cool down Fermi gases, using the Peltier effect. This was theoretically
investigated in details in [110]. The idea is to design a channel that can filter out
some classes of energy, i.e. having a peaked transmission as a function of energy.
By biasing the channel with a well chosen energy transmission band it is possible to
inject low entropy atoms into one of the reservoirs in order to ’rectify’ the energy
distribution and lower the entropy per particle. Importantly, it was shown that this
process is intrinsically more efficient than plain evaporative cooling, specially in the
degenerate regime, raising exciting perspectives for quantum simulation in the low
temperature regime with Fermi gases. More details on the possible applications are
described in the recent review [111]. A strong energy dependence of the density of
states is also a feature of BCS superfluids. The thermoelectric effects in these systems
is topic of general interest in condensed matter, and the case of superfluid Fermi gases
in the two terminal configuration was recently investigated theoretically [112].
The operation of complete heat engines with cold atoms, and more recently with
individual trapped ions [113], opens perspective for the fundamental understanding of
thermodynamics at the quantum level, in particular the exploration of the microscopic
origins of irreversibility and the operation of quantum-enhanced heat engines [114].
4. Single mode regime and quantum point contacts
In the experiments presented in the previous section, the energy scales of temperature
and bias are large compared to the spacing between the transverse modes in the
channel, such that the quantization of motion was not relevant. Most traps for atomic
gases operate in this regime, where the trapping frequencies are much smaller than the
chemical potential, so that the chemical potential can be treated in the local density
approximation. This corresponds to a situation in which the de Broglie wavelength
of particles, or healing length for superfluids, is much smaller than the length scales
of the potential variations [115]. To study quantum gases in low dimensions atomic
ensembles were strongly confined along one or two directions, such that the respective
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trapping frequencies exceeded the chemical potential and temperature. The properties
of these low dimensional gases were indeed found to strongly deviate from their three
dimensional counterparts [116, 2].
As far as transport is concerned, the regime, where confinement in the channel is
large enough to separate transverse vibrational states on the relevant energy scale, is
of fundamental importance, both as a conceptually simple case, and also because of
phenomena observed in various solid-state physics experiments. Prominent examples
are the quantum Hall effect, where the one dimensional character arises from the
edge state [1], and the quantized conductance observed in quantum point contacts.
However, the concept of two-terminal transport still requires reservoirs, that in most
cases are two or three dimensional‖. The investigation of transport in low dimensional
conductors leads thus naturally to the realization of a hybrid dimensional system, with
different parts of the system having different dimensionality. Such systems had to
our knowledge not been considered in cold atoms. More generally, this provides an
example of the type of physics that emerges from a device approach to quantum gases,
where interfaces are a central topic. The particular case of the dimensional crossover
at the reservoir-conductor interface in cold atoms has been very recently theoretically
analyzed [119].
In this section we introduce the Landauer theory of conductance quantization in
tightly confined conductors, with an emphasis on the physical hypothesis and their
relation to cold atoms experiments, and derive the quantization of conductance. We
then describe in details the experimental observation of this phenomenon with cold
gases and the perspectives for future studies.
4.1. Landauer formula
The derivation of the Landauer formula, as presented in many standard textbooks
and reviews of mesoscopic physics [99, 1, 120], can directly be adapted to atomic
systems. In short, consider the situation depicted in figure 13. A one dimensional
system is connected smoothly to large particle reservoirs described by the Fermi-Dirac
distributions f(µi, T ), where µi is the chemical potential of the reservoir i, i = L,R
and T is temperature.
Because the channel is ballistic, atoms traveling through it with positive (resp.
negative) momentum follow the energy distribution in the left (resp. right) reservoir.
The total current inside the channel thus reads
I =
∫
dv()g() (f(;µL, T )− f(;µR, T )) (16)
with v() being the group velocity and g() the density of states. In one dimension,
g() = 1/hv() and the two terms cancel, leaving
I =
1
h
∫
(f(;µL, T )− f(;µR, T )) d (17)
where h is Planck’s constant. The formula reduces to I = ∆µ/h with ∆µ = µL − µR
in the low temperature, linear response limit. Thus, the conductance is equal to one
over Planck’s constant.
‖ While this is de-facto the case for condensed matter systems connected to leads, cold gases could in
principle realize purely one dimensional reservoirs without connection to higher dimensional systems.
This case would deserve a particular treatment as most of the properties expected from reservoirs in
the Landauer formulation are questionable in one dimension, in particular the ability to efficiently
reach thermal equilibrium [117, 118].
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Figure 13. Two-terminal Landauer configuration. Source and drain reservoirs
are contacted by a ballistic one dimensional channel. A chemical potential
difference is introduced between them, driving a net current of particles is driven
from the source, as a result of the excess of particles above the Fermi level of the
drain.
It may seem at first sight that the exact cancellation of the group velocity with the
density of states in one dimension is a fortuitous effect that could be disturbed by many
experimental imperfections. This is not the case, as can be seen from the following
argument [121, 122]. Consider the Fermi distributions in the two reservoirs, as depicted
in figure 13. As mentioned in the first section, at low temperature the net current
originates from the particles populating the energy states between µL and µR. Let
us operate a unitary change of basis for these states and consider their representation
in the time domain. Fourier transforming the square window in energy leads to a
discrete set of wavelets with a sinc shape, and separated in time by ∆t = h/(µL−µR).
This is nothing but a statement of the Heisenberg principle. Consider now the zero
temperature limit, where all these energy states in the left reservoirs are populated
by one and only one particle, as required by Fermi-Dirac statistics. Then after the
unitary transformation to the time domain, each wavelet carries one and only one
particles. Counting now the number of particles per unit time gives rise to the net
current and we directly obtain the Landauer result I = 1/∆t = (µL − µR)/h, the
Landauer result.
The case where several modes can independently contribute to transport is a
straightforward extension, where a sum over the transverse modes has to be added to
the reasoning. Each mode contributes to transport by the same amount, provided it
is energetically accessible. As a result the expected conductance at low temperature
is N/h, where N =
∑
n θ(µ − En) is the number of transverse modes energetically
accessible: µ is the average chemical potential of the reservoirs, θ is the step function
and En is the energy of the mode n, obtained by solving Schro¨dinger’s equation in the
transverse directions in the channel.
In the presence of an obstacle in the channel capable of reflecting particles,
the formula for the current includes the energy dependent, intensity transmission
coefficient t():
I =
1
h
∫
t() (f(;µL, T )− f(;µR, T )) d (18)
For charge currents measured in Ampere and bias measured in Volt, an overall
charge factor e in front of the current appears and the bias reads ∆µ = −eV , where
V is the voltage. This represents merely a choice of units (Voltage for the bias and
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Figure 14. Quantum point contact. Left: schematic of the experimental
setup. A binary mask is imaged onto the channel using a microscope objective.
Right: artist’s view of the contact region connecting the two reservoirs. Figure
adapted from [22].
Amperes for the current), which yields a conductance quantum of e2/h. A factor
of two for spin degeneracy is usually also included, since conductance measurements
in condensed matter physics are not spin resolved. In contrast, measurements based
on optical imaging with atomic gases are spin-resolved, thus all currents are to be
understood per spin states and the factor for spin degeneracy is left out.
4.2. Reservoirs
As already mentioned earlier, a crucial advantage of the Landauer approach is that it
separates the channel, which is a quantum coherent and elastic system, from the
reservoirs where all the inelastic processes are taking place, without the need to
describe these precisely. Cold atomic gases offer a situation where the physics of
the reservoirs can be investigated directly, and their properties can be tuned. The
validity of the Landauer approach as a function of the size of the reservoirs has been
investigated theoretically and deviations at short time scales were predicted, that
could be tested in the future [123, 124]. In particular, the dynamics associated with
the onset of a quasi-steady state where the transport is described by the Landauer is
expected to be observable in future experiments.
4.3. Experimental observation in cold atoms
We now come to the experimental observations reported in [22] using the two terminal
configuration. There, a binary mask featuring a narrow opaque line was imaged onto
the two dimensional channel through a high resolution microscope objective, using
blue-detuned light, generating a repulsive potential. A schematic view of the setup and
the resulting structure is presented in figure 14. This produces a split gate structure
similar to that used in mesoscopic electronics.
Along the transverse direction (x), the high resolution of the microscope allows
for very tight confinements, with typical transverse sizes of 1.5µm. With the laser
power available, the oscillation frequency reaches up to 50 kHz at the center of the
structure. Along the direction of transport (y), the envelope of the structure is
Gaussian, corresponding to the shape of the laser beam used for the imaging. The
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Figure 15. Semi classical potential landscape, for the three lowest
transverse modes with a gate potential of 0.78µK. Here only the lowest transverse
mode is below the chemical potential (dashed orange line).
confinement therefore smoothly evolves from very weak in the wings of the beam, i.e.
at the entrance and exit of the QPC, to very strong at the center. Geometrically, this
length scale is determined by the beam waist which is 5.5µm in this experiment.
Additionally, a red detuned laser beam with a larger gaussian envelope is
superimposed with the structure. This beam attracts atoms towards the center of
the QPC, hence controlling the density in the QPC and its entrance and exit regions.
The potential created by this beam is called gate potential, by analogy with top gates
in semiconductor structures and its strength at the center of the QPC is denoted Vg.
This beam only affects the channel, and unless its power is very large it does not
deform the reservoirs significantly.
The combination of laser beams creating the potential landscape is quite complex,
but allows to fulfill the apparently contradictory constraints for the observation of
quantized conductance: (i) tight confinement, with frequencies much larger than
temperature, (ii) a high degree of quantum degeneracy and low temperatures and
(iii) a controllable chemical potential, independent of temperature. Criteria (i) is met
through the use of tightly focused beams for the lateral confinements, and criteria (ii)
is met through evaporative cooling and adiabatic decompression of the trap, yielding
temperatures and chemical potentials lower than the transverse mode spacing: the
QPC is empty due to the zero point motion. Criteria (iii) is met using the gate
potential, that forces atoms in the QPC region, while keeping the temperature imposed
by the reservoirs unchanged.
In order to understand transport through the structure, consider a semi classical
picture where motion along the transverse direction is quantized, leading to a
longitudinal potential landscape for each transverse mode where atoms propagate
quasi-classically. Such a quasi-classical potential landscape is presented in figure
15. This results in a one-dimensional problem where the energy resulting from
the transverse confinement E⊥(y) = 12hνxfx(y) +
1
2hνzfz(y) acts as an additional
potential, with fx,z(y) describing the spatial variation of the trapping frequencies of
the QPC. Further contributions arise from the spatial profile of the gate potential
Vg(y) = −Vgfg(y), and the underlying harmonic trapping potential extending over
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the entire cloud Vtrap(y) =
1
2mω
2
yy
2.
Veff = E⊥ + Vg + Vtrap + Eresid. (19)
Extra contributions resulting form experimental imperfections, such as the finite
contrast of the projected structures can also be included and calibrated by independent
transport measurements. The envelope functions are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Envelope functions determining the effective potential.
Envelope function Waist Description
fx(y) = exp(−y2/w2x) wx = 5.6(6)µm QPC, x conf.
fz(y) = exp(−y2/w2z) wz = 30(1)µm QPC, z conf.
fg(y) = exp(−2y2/w2g) wg = 25(1)µm Gate potential
The finite length of the QPC is controlled by the curvature of the semi classical
potential around the center of the contact, modeled as an inverse harmonic oscillator.
The typical parameters of the QPC are presented in Table 2. Importantly, temperature
is typically an order of magnitude lower than the lowest trap frequency at the center
of the QPC, allowing for the resolution of individual transverse modes in the transport
experiment.
Parameter Typical value Description
ωx 2pi × 30kHz Horizontal QPC confinement
ωz 2pi × 10kHz Vertical QPC confinement
Ωy,nx=0 2pi × 1.3kHz QPC curvature arising from split gate
Ωy,nz=0 2pi × 0.1kHz QPC curvature arising from 2D confinement
EF/~ 2pi × 8.0kHz Fermi energy
µ/~ 2pi × 7.7kHz Chemical potential
∆µ/~ 2pi × 2.0kHz Chemical potential bias
kBT/~ 2pi × 0.9kHz Temperature
Table 2. Energy scales of interest for transport through our QPC.
The experimental measurement of the conductance of the QPC as a function
of gate potential and horizontal confinement are presented in figures 16 and 17
respectively. For the largest confinement at fixed gate potential or the lowest gate
potential at fixed confinement, the chemical potential in the channel is lower than the
energy of the lowest mode of the QPC, hence the QPC is empty and the conductance
is zero. As the gate potential is increased, or confinement decreased, the conductance
increases up to 1/h and saturates, forming a conductance plateau, until the second
mode becomes available leading to another plateau of conductance.
These observations are compared with the predictions of the Landauer formula
accounting for the semi classical potential landscape, finite temperature and the finite
bias, as shown with the solid lines in figures 16 and 17. The agreement is very good, in
particular the width and height of the plateaus agree very well, as well as the width of
the transition region between plateaus which is well accounted for by temperature. For
the largest gate potentials, the deformations of the potential landscape are significant
and transverse modes do not open at the center of the structure anymore but rather
at the entrance and exit, leading to strong deviations compared to the calculations.
The quantization is robust, and can be observed for reduced confinements along the
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Figure 16. Conductance as a function of gate potential. Open blue
circles correspond to a vertical confinement of νz = 10.4 kHz. Filled red squares
correspond to νz = 8.2 kHz and are vertically shifted by two units for clarity. Each
data point represents the mean of six measurements and error bars indicate one
standard deviation. Solid lines are theoretical predictions based on the Landauer
formula of conductance. The shaded regions reflect the uncertainties in the input
parameters (see text). Dashed lines are continuations of the solid lines and
correspond to a change in the effective potential. Inset: first conductance plateau
as a function of reduced energy, showing universal scaling. Vertical dashed lines
indicate the width of the first plateau, whereas the horizontal dashed line indicates
the universal conductance value 1/h. Extracted from [22].
vertical direction, as shown in red in the figures. While the data are compared here to
independently measured quantities such as the trap frequencies, these measurements
being absolute provide a useful calibration for the geometry of the QPC and is used
as such for the most recent experiments.
Compared to its condensed matter counterpart, the quantum point contact for
atoms is rather long. The geometric length (1/e2 radius of the beam) is about
5.6µm, compared to the length scale associated with tunneling through the structure√
~/mΩ ∼ 1.1µm. Hence, the width of the transitions between successive plateaus
is entirely attributed to finite temperature, rather than tunneling as is the case for
mesoscopic structures in electronic systems.
Another important difference is the nature of the reservoirs. These are strictly
isolated, and actually no dissipative process is taking place inside them: the potential
is strictly conservative, spontaneous emission from the dipole trap is negligible as well
as atom losses. Inter particle scattering allows for the thermalisation of the incoming
particles, but the scattering mean free path for collisions in the reservoirs is about
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Figure 17. Conductance as a function of horizontal confinement. Open
blue circles correspond to a vertical confinement of νz = 10.9 kHz and a gate
potential of Vg = 1.0(1)µK. Filled red squares correspond to νz = 9.2 kHz and
Vg = 0.8(1)µK, and are vertically shifted by two units for clarity. Solid lines
are theoretical predictions based on the Landauer formula of conductance. The
shaded regions reflect the uncertainties in the input parameters (see text). Error
bars are the same as in Fig. 16. Extracted from [22].
12 mm, much larger than the reservoirs size. Thus energy relaxation is entirely non
local. The effects of collisions in the reservoirs were further investigated by reducing
the scattering length in order to entirely suppress energy relaxation on the time scale
of transport. The conductance measured with the very same protocol was found to
be identical within experimental uncertainties [22]. This counterintuitive result can
be explained by the fact that even though particles incident from the channel into the
reservoirs do not release their energy, the three dimensional, non-harmonic shape of
the reservoirs makes them most likely chaotic. Thus the probability that the incident
atom can come back to the channel and reduce the measured current is very small,
even in the absence of collisions.
4.4. Quantum interferences in transport
Even though the conductance is quantized in units of 1/h, the motion of atoms along
the transport direction remains semi-classical. In the presence of more complex
structures in the channel, such as fine-grained disorder or any set of partially
transmitting obstacles, transport is strongly modified by quantum interferences. The
description of these phenomena in the condensed matter context is a major topic of
research and goes far beyond the present paper. We refer the readers to standard
textbooks for the description of these effects in condensed matter physics [1].
In the context of cold atoms, theoretical studies have been conducted considering
canonical examples of one dimensional Hubbard chains or single state quantum
dots weakly coupled to reservoirs [125, 126]. In these cases the genuinely quantum
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FIG. 4. Quantized conductance for ultracold fermions (A,
T/TF = 0.1) and cold bosons (B, T/TB = 1.2). In both
cases, h¯ω0/kBTD = 4. For fermions, the thick solid line is
the exact solution G(EG0) and the thin dashed curve is the
single–transport–channel prediction of Eq. (4). The results
have been vertically rescaled by the step heights 1/(z−1 ± 1).
variation of Vext(r) ensures a full conversion of the inci-
dent atoms into excitations of the superfluid. Transmis-
sion through the condensate–filled constriction hinges on
this collective phenomenon: if the constriction is empty
because the energy of its first transverse mode is > µ,
bosonic transmission is blocked; instead, if EG is suffi-
ciently attractive for the constriction to contain a con-
densate, transmission is allowed and relies on quantum
condensation and evaporation. These two mechanisms
lead to a bosonic transport function which exhibits a sin-
gle step: ΦB(E/h¯ω0) = Θ(E/h¯ω0 − 1) (see Fig. 3A).
Quantized conductance. The conductance G(EG/h¯ω0)
calculated from Eq. (2) depends on T/TD and h¯ω0/kBTD.
We compare the fermionic and bosonic predictions on
Fig. 4 (T/TF = 0.1 for fermions and T/TB = 1.2 for
bosons; h¯ω0/kBTD = 4 in both cases). The fermionic
prediction has the multiple step structure observed in
Refs. [3, 7] due to the stepwise structure of the ballistic
ΦF (E). By contrast, the bosonic graph exhibits one sin-
gle step, relating to the single step of ΦB(E). It occurs
for EG = −h¯ω0 and, hence, coincides with the appear-
ance of the condensate in the constriction (see Fig. 2).
For bosons, Eq. (2) can be integrated analytically; an
analogous results is obtained for the first fermionic step
by accounting for a single transport channel. We find:
hGF,B =
{
1
z−1 exp[(EG+h¯ω0)/kBT ]±1 if EG > −h¯ω0,
1
z−1±1 if EG ≤ −h¯ω0,
(4)
where the + and − signs respectively apply to fermions
and bosons. Equation (4) reveals three differences be-
tween fermions and bosons, concerning the step positions,
their heights, and the widths of the transition regions be-
tween two plateaux. (i) For fermions, the step is centered
on EG = −h¯ω0 + µ, reflecting the key role of the Fermi
surface at energies ∼ µ. For bosons, the low–energy
divergence discussed above causes the step to occur at
EG = −h¯ω0. (ii) For ultracold fermions, the fugacity
z → ∞, leading to the step height 1/(z−1 + 1) ≈ 1.
Instead, for bosons, z <∼ 1 for T >∼ TB, leading to the
very large step height 1/(z−1 − 1) ≈ 27 for T/TB = 1.2.
(iii) For fermions, the width of the transition region
is ∆EFG ∼ 2kBT , whereas the corresponding width for
bosons is ∆EBG ∼ (1 − z)kBT ≈ |µ|. The conductance
step is well defined if ∆EG ≪ h¯ω0. Hence, Bose systems
are greatly favored, as seen on Fig. 4 where kBT/h¯ω0 is
ten times as large for bosons than for fermions, but the
bosonic step width is quenched by the factor (1− z).
The conductanceG is positive, hence, the current ∂tδN
opposes the atom number difference δN , which relaxes
to equilibrium as δN = δN0 exp(−t/τ1). The decay time
τ1 = κT /G is proportional to N and is conveniently ex-
pressed in units of τD = Nh/kBTD. Its measurement
allows for an access to G(EG/h¯ω⊥). It has recently been
measured with fermions [7], where κTkBTF/N = 3/2 at
small T , so that τ1 = 3τD/2 ∼ a few seconds for the
first conductance plateau. For bosons, the isothermal
compressibility diverges as one approaches the critical
temperature, but the stronger divergence of G leads to
shorter decay times τ1 = τD(1− z)1/2√π/ζ(3/2) ∼ a few
hundred ms for the single conductance plateau.
The quantization of bosonic conductance involving
quantum evaporation precludes its interpretation as the
diffraction of atomic matter waves, in contrast with pre-
vious studies [3, 11, 13]. It also requires an attractive gate
potential, unlike for fermions where conductance may be
scanned by varying the constriction width [3, 7].
The bosonic enhancement of conductance near the
BEC transition is the transport analogue of the enhance-
ment of the isothermal compressibility. It is due to
the possibility of accommodating multiple bosons in the
lowest–energy transport channel, which is more popu-
lated at temperatures closer to TB. This enhancement
signals a departure from the fermionic conductance quan-
tum GK = 1/h observed both with electrons [3] and
with neutral fermions [7]. Its observation in a regime
where conductance is not quantized has recently been
reported [16]. Both the compressibility κT and the con-
ductance G, which diverge in the ideal–gas model, de-
pend on many–body effects in the critical region near the
transition [34], where their characterization remains an
open problem both from the theoretical and experimen-
tal points of view. The measurement of the relaxation
time τ1 in bosonic systems with temperatures very close
to TB will provide more insight into these two quantities.
Challenging open questions include (i) thermoelectric
effects occurring through quantum evaporation, (ii) con-
ductance quantization in 2D bosonic systems, where the
quasicondensate enhances the role of interactions [35–
37], and (iii) its impact in the presence of a superfluid,
whose investigation has been initiated by recent experi-
ments with strongly–interacting Fermi gases [9, 38, 39].
Figure 18. Theoretical comparison of quantized conductance for
Fermions (A) and non-condensed Bosons (B). Conductance is presented
in units of 1/h as a function of gate p tential. ω0 is the transverse trap frequency,
∆EG denotes the width of the transition region and TB the critical temperature
for Bose condensation in the reservoirs. Extracted from [128].
properties of transport could be predicted, including the transient establishment of the
steady state or the current noise. The effects of fixed atom number or finite extensions
of the reservoirs could be modeled, and shown to influence many transport properties
including the noise spectrum of the current or the thermoelectric response.
4.5. Role of quantum statistics
In the derivation of the Landauer formula, the role of quantum statistics in t e
conductance quantisation appears in setting the occupation of the energetically
available modes. This rai es the question of th observations of quantized conductance
for cold Boso ic atoms. The fact that the group velocity and the density of states
cancel in the derivation of the Landauer formula is a single particle property. A first
proposal was actually written for the transmission of a beam of cold atoms through a
tight magnetic waveguide [127] regardless of the statistics of the atoms.
In the case of actual particle reservoirs containing bosons at thermal equilibrium,
the situation is more complex since at low temperature Bose Einstein condensation
renders the reservoirs phase coherent and superfluid (see section 5). The situation
of reservoirs above the critical temperature was analyzed in details in [128]. Because
of Bosonic stimulation for the low energy states in the channel, the height of the
conductance plateau is strongly enhanced even with non-condensed reservoirs, up
to a non-universal, temperature dependant value. The shape of the transition from
insulating t co ducting as the first cha nel opens i also very different for Bosons,
again due to Bosonic stimulation effects leading to sharper transitions. The predictions
are presented in figure 18.
4.6. Other neutral particles
The first generalisation of the concepts underlying the Landauer approach to neutral
particles was the case of photons. In this situation, there is no counterpart to
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chemical potential and thus no chemical potential bias as the number of photons is not
conserved. Nevertheless the transmission probability through narrow apertures also
increases stepwise as the aperture is opened, as was observed in [129]. The crucial
ingredient in observing this effect is to mimic incoherent reservoirs which populate
every energetically accessible modes while keeping monochromatic light to mimic the
low temperature case, and symmetrically detectors should integrate over all possible
momenta for the photons emerging from the channel. This was achieved using diffuse
illumination and an integrating sphere for the detection. Jumps in the transmission
occur with a spacing of λ/2. No quantum effects are involved in the experiment,
highlighting the fundamental role of the wave character of matter for massive particles.
The case of phonons in solid state systems is conceptually similar, but of much
more fundamental interest due to its connection with heat transport. For dielectric
narrow wires where heat is only carried by phonons the Landauer approach yields
a universal heat conductance quantum equal to k2Bpi
2T/3h, where T is the average
temperature of the system, in the low temperature limit [130]. Experiments conducted
on suspended nano-structures have shown saturations of the heat conductance at low
temperature compatible with this bound [131]. Quite remarkably, the quantum of heat
conductance is actually a universal bound, not restricted to phonon transmission . It
is rooted in Shannon’s theorem stating the upper bound to the amount of information
that a single channel can carry [132]. Recently, a new set of experiments have measured
the quantum of heat conductance associated with electrons in a mesoscopic structure
in the quantum Hall regime, showing good agreement with the universal limit [133].
Quantized transport measurements were also proposed for dilute mixtures of 3He
in 4He. For very dilute mixtures at the lowest temperatures, 3He behaves like an ideal
Fermi gas with a very long mean free path of several tens of micrometers. An array
of nano-pores was then proposed as a connection between two tanks of Helium, with
holes of the order of 10 nm, compatible with the Fermi wavelength of 3He [134, 135].
5. Superfluid transport in Bose-Einstein condensates
The results that were presented in the previous sections concerned weakly interacting
Fermi gases, and the physics was that of ideal gases. In the presence of interactions
between particles, the gases can turn superfluid in part if not all the system. This is
the case for low temperature Bosons, and low temperature Fermions in the presence
of attractive interactions. Both cases are realised in cold atoms experiments, and
transport in the two terminal setup has been studied under these conditions.
In contrast to normal currents, which are driven by chemical potential gradients,
superfluid currents are driven by gradients in the phase φ of the superfluid order
parameter ψ = |ψ|eiφ. More precisely, superfluid velocity is given by vs = ~m∇φ.
Most of the dynamical properties of superfluids can be understood based on this
principle contained in the Josephson-Anderson equation [136, 137, 138, 139, 140]:
~
dφ
dt
= µ (20)
where µ is the chemical potential. In the two terminal configuration, this reduces to
the usual Josephson relation, but it has a very general validity for both bosonic and
fermionic superfluids, weak and strongly interacting, and explains in particular a wide
range of phenomena such as vortex motion and nucleation.
For a general superfluid system such as Helium, the relation between the
superfluid order parameter and the microscopic parameters of the system is a very
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involved problem, since densities are large and interactions are strong [139]. In
contrast, cold atoms are often weakly interacting systems for which a mean field
theory based on the microscopic Hamiltonian provides an accurate description. The
Gross-Pitaevskii equation for Bose-Einstein condensates identifies the macroscopically
populated single particle wave function with the superfluid order parameter, allowing
for simple and transparent derivation of the Anderson equation from the microscopic
model [26, 139]. In the case of attractively interacting Fermions, the BCS mean-
field model provides a similarly simple description, identifying the pairing gap with
the amplitude of the order parameter [139]. However, in contrast to the Gross
Pitaevskii equation for Bosons, this description of Fermionic superfluids is usually only
qualitatively correct for dilute atomic gases, as the strength of interactions necessary
to produce superfluid Fermi gases at the temperatures achievable in the experiments
is usually too strong for mean field theory to be quantitatively correct. Nevertheless,
in both cases, most of the phenomenology can be captured by the Anderson equation,
which provides a unified picture of superfluidity.
Cold atoms experiments have provided a wide playground for superfluid transport
measurements where the phase coherence plays a key role [141, 142]. Like in
the previous section, coupling a device with universal transport properties to a
reservoir allows for driving the system and measuring the transport coefficients.
A general feature throughout these experiments is also the combination of the
universal Josephson-Anderson equation, with a reservoir dynamics that depends on
the geometry and the details of the setup.
5.1. Superfluid flow
The question of the superfluid nature of Bose-Einstein condensates has been
thoroughly investigated in experiments over decades following the realization of
Bose-Einstein condensation in dilute gases. Contrary to long range order, which is
directly probed at equilibrium using time-of-flight or more elaborated interferometric
techniques, superfluidity is a dynamic property that requires the system to be set
in motion. The existence of a critical velocity for the creation of excitations in a
cloud is usually regarded as demonstrating superfluidity. Such experiments have been
realized by steering an obstacle inside a condensate and probing the heating rates
[143, 144, 145], or imprinting a moving optical lattice and measuring heating as a
function of velocity [146].
A set of experiments have been performed using connected geometries, created by
placing a Bose-Einstein condensate in a ring shaped trap [59, 60, 61, 62]. An example
of such experiment is presented in figure 19, extracted from [59]. Such a configuration
realises a minimal version of a circuit for atoms, and has a lot of similarities with
superconducting quantum interference devices [147] and superfluid helium gyroscopes
[138, 140].
The dynamics in such systems is probed by injecting angular momentum in the
system. This can be achieved using Raman transitions, by which a cloud initially at
rest in one internal state is coherently transferred into a different internal state, using a
pair of laser beams with a frequency difference matching the energy difference between
internal states [59]. During this process the relative phase of the two laser beams is
imprinted onto the atoms. Choosing for one of the laser beams a Laguerre-Gaussian
profile, a phase circulation is coherently imprinted, effectively transferring one quanta
of angular momentum from the beam to each atom. The persistence of the rotation is a
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Figure 1(a) shows the combined trapping potential in the
y-z plane at x ! 0. Since our TOP trap is not rotationally
symmetric, neither is the combined potential. Hence the
toroidal potential has (two) local minima [red region in
Fig. 1(a)]. However, a continuous toroidal-shaped BEC
[see Fig. 1(b)], characterized by a single order parameter,
can still be made in this trap, since the variation in the
depth around the potential is about !=3 [20].
We create circulation in the toroidal trap by transferring
the orbital angular momentum (OAM) of a Laguerre-
Gaussian (LG) laser beam to the atoms using the experi-
mental procedure described in [22]. The transfer of OAM
is accomplished by a resonant two-photon stimulated
Raman process with a Gaussian (G) laser beam propagat-
ing along x and a LG beam, carrying @ of OAM, propagat-
ing along "x. Atoms that absorb a photon from one beam
and stimulatedly emit a photon into the other beam acquire
both the linear momentum (LM) and OAM difference of
the beams [22], which in this case is 2@k and @, respectively
(k is the magnitude of the photon wave vector). To achieve
OAM transfer without net LM transfer, we initially transfer
all of the atoms to the 2@k LM state using counterpropa-
gating G beams [19] along x and then rapidly (within
#50 !s) transfer the atoms back to the zero LM state
using the G and LG beam pair. The entire process results
in about 50% of the atoms with @ of OAM. To remove the
atoms moving at 2@k=m (6 cm=s) we wait for a quarter of
the trap oscillation period ("=2!x) and then optically
pump these atoms into the untrapped F ! 2 hyperfine
states using a spatially localized laser beam [22]. The
whole process takes only 7 ms. Excitations from the
OAM transfer thermalize in a few hundred ms and are
partially removed by the rf, which was kept on since
forming the BEC.
Figure 1(c) shows the time-of-flight (TOF) expansion
image of the nonrotating BEC taken 18 ms after instanta-
neously (<100 !s) extinguishing the toroidal trap. The
initial hole in the BEC [see Fig. 1(b)] is filled in during
expansion [23]. In Fig. 1(d), we show the corresponding
TOF image of a circulating BEC after transfer of @ of
OAM. The hole is clearly visible, providing a simple way
to detect circulation [22,24].
In order to investigate persistent flow in a condensate,
we measured the decay of the circulation as a function of
time in the toroidal trap. For this experiment, the plug
beam power was 113 !W (V0=h ! 3:6 kHz) and the av-
erage number of atoms was about 2:5$ 105. In Fig. 2, we
plot the probability of observing the circulating state [25]
as a function of time held in the trap. The circulation in the
toroidal trap persists without decay for up to 10 s. In
contrast, the circulation in only the TOP trap (without the
plug beam) decays in about 0.5 s [26].
The persistence of the flow, which can be understood
from the energy argument given above, can also be under-
stood as the flow velocity being less then the superfluid
critical velocity, which for a uniform system is given by the
sound velocity vs !
!!!!!!!!!!
!=m
p [24]. For our typical experi-
mental conditions (!=h # 0:5 kHz), where the inner di-
ameter r0 (#10 !m) of the torus is very much greater than
the healing length @=% !!!2p mvs& [23], the flow velocity for
unit winding number, vf ! @=mr0, is 0:29 mm=s, while
vs ! 2:9 mm=s where the density is highest. The flow
velocity is much less than the sound velocity and therefore
less than the critical velocity, so the stability condition is
satisfied.
In Fig. 2 (inset) we show the survival probability of the
flow as the relative position of the plug beam and the TOP
trap center is varied. In this case, we first establish circu-
lation in the toroidal trap, waiting 500 ms for the flow to
stabilize, and then increase the voltage to external mag-
netic coils (over 200 ms) to displace the TOP trap center
(0:8 !m=V). The atoms held in the misaligned plugged
trap for 500 ms were then released for TOF imaging. As the
flow becomes spatially constricted due to misalignment,
the local flow velocity at the constriction has to increase for
constant circulation of atoms, and the critical velocity
decreases due to the decrease in local density. If the local
flow velocity exceeds the critical velocity, the flow will no
longer be superfluid, resulting in the observed decay of the
flow.
A similar misalignment is responsible for the decay of
persistent flow after 10 s, as seen in Fig. 2. This misalign-
ment is due to a relative drift (0:4 !m=s) between the
position of the plug beam and the center of the TOP
magnetic trap, which drifts due to thermal cycling during
each realization of the experiment. We substantially com-
pensate for this drift by applying a linear voltage ramp to
the external coils to generate a linear temporal shift in the
location of the TOP trap center, but the residual drift
eventually (after 10 s) leads to a loss of flow. Thus, it
FIG. 1 (color). (a) Toroidal trap from the combined potentials of the TOP trap and Gaussian plug beam. (b) In situ image of a BEC in
the toroidal trap. (c) TOF image of a noncirculating BEC released from the toroidal trap. (d) TOF image of a circulating BEC, released
after transfer of @ of OAM.
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Figure 19. Bose-Einstein condensate in a ring trap. (a) potential
landscape produced by a combination of magnetic trap and repulsive optical plug
at the center. (b) In-situ absorption image of the condensate in the ring trap. (c)
and (d) time of light images of the condensate released from the ring trap, in the
absence (c) and presence (d) of rotation. Figure extracted from [59].
direct consequence of the existence of the macroscopic order parameter Ψ whose phase
gradient gives the superfluid current. Indeed, for Ψ to be single valued, the number of
phase windings around the ring can only vary by integer units. Any unwinding event
has to occur via the creation of vortices within the ring, which represents an energy
cost whenever |Ψ| takes a macroscopic value. This can be seen as a macroscopic free
energy barrier that prevents the relaxation of the current to the ground state.
Currents in the ring are inferred from time-of-flight measurements: the trap is
turned off, allowing the ring to be filled due to expansion of the condensate in the
radial direction. In the presence of a net circulation in the ring, corresponding to a
phase winding of 2pi around the ring, the hole is seen to persist after expansion. This
can be understood by considering that atoms emerging from opposite sides of the ring
interfere destructively at the center, leaving a hole in the far field. Equivalently, one
can considering that the circulation in the ring is equivalent to a vortex trapped in the
zero density region inside the ring. Upon changing the trap configuration, this vortex
will remain at the center of the cloud and be revealed upon increasing the density.
The stability of the persistent currents depends in practice on many parameters
of the experiments, such as the smoothness and stability of the potentials used to
trap the atoms. It was observed that currents injected in these rings persisted for
several tens of seconds or even minutes . Remarkably, the lifetime of these currents
was longer than the lifetime of the cold gas itself, such that even condensates having
lost a large fraction of their initial atom number would maintain their rotation, a
striking demonstration of persistent currents [61].
The decay of super currents was investigated thoroughly in the presence of a
controlled weak link [60]. An elliptic laser beam, producing a repulsive barrier, was
focused onto a small portion of the ring trap. The length of the weak link was larger
than the healing length of the condensate, such that its main effect was to reduce the
local density, hence the speed of sound and the condensate fraction. It was observed
that the current was stable until the height of barrier reached a certain fraction of
the chemical potential of the condensate. This constituted a direct evidence for the
existence of a critical velocity. However, the critical velocity was different from the
speed of sound, as predicted by the Landau theory, showing that the currents where
not decaying via the emission of single particle excitations. The creation of vortices
within the ring was identified as the decaying mechanism, following Feynman’s original
arguments [148], and confirmed using direct numerical simulations.
The reverse operation of creating rotation using a rotating barrier was later
investigated [149]. This is qualitatively equivalent to the decay of rotation up to
a change of reference frame from the lab frame to that moving with the barrier.
Accordingly, stepwise changes in the winding were observed upon increasing the
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rotation velocity. This technique however is not restricted to imprinting one quantum
of angular momentum but can be used to introduce larger angular momentum in the
system. Because of the large free energy barriers that need to be crossed for varying
the angular momentum in the ring, the circulation presents hysteresic behavior when
trying to increase and decrease the rotation, which was directly demonstrated in [150].
This is reminiscent of the persistent character of the currents and represents a hallmark
of superfluid circuits.
5.2. Two reservoirs experiments with Bose-Einstein condensates
The first experimental realization of a weak connection between two cold atoms clouds
was realised in Heidelberg in 2004 [65]. Earlier experiments had been performed
by placing a condensate in a one dimensional optical lattice, so as to form a chain
of coupled condensates [64, 35]. The evolution of phase coherence and number
fluctuations in particular was measured in [63], a precursor of the superfluid to Mott
insulator transition in 3D optical lattices [151].
In the Heidelberg experiment, a condensate loaded in a small harmonic trap was
split in two in a controlled way, allowing for the preparation of initial population
imbalances. The key to the dynamics of this system is the phase coherence between
the two reservoirs ¶.
The outcomes of such an experiment were first predicted using a two mode model
by which the internal dynamics within the two coupled condensates is neglected [152].
The evolution is captured by a two component Gross-Pitaevskii equation, describing
the condensate in each well and a coherent tunneling term coupling the condensate
wave functions of the two condensates. Introducing canonically conjugated variables
for the phase difference between the two condensates φ and atom number difference
between the two wells z = NL−NRNL+NR , one obtains two coupled non linear equations [152]
z˙ = −
√
1− z2 sin(φ) (21)
φ˙ = Λz + ∆E +
z√
1− z2 cos(φ) (22)
where ∆E controls the asymmetry in the trap, and Λ controls the interaction
strength between the particles, the equivalent of a charging energy for capacitive
Josephson junctions. These equations predict a regime of ”Josephson” oscillations,
where a small initial population imbalance oscillates between the two wells at the
plasma frequency ωJ =
√
ECEJ determined by both the coupling between the wells,
controlled by the coupling strength EJ and the strength of the repulsive interactions
yielding an effective inverse-compressibility measured by EC . The phase difference
oscillates in quadrature. These oscillations are reminiscent of the AC Josephson
effect in superconductors, but the trapped nature of the system sets them at a non
universal frequency. This regime is observed in the experiments, see figure 20. A
direct observation on the Josephson oscillations at a frequency equal to the bias was
reported in a later experiment [66].
With stronger initial imbalance between the two wells, the equations predict a
”self-trapping” regime, where the populations in the two wells show weak oscillations
around their initial value, and the phase difference increases linearly. This regime
¶ Note that this is in direct contradiction with the prescription of the Landauer description, showing
the need to go beyond this approach to describe superfluid systems.
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We report on the first realization of a single bosonic Josephson junction, implemented by two weakly
linked Bose-Einstein condensates in a double-well potential. In order to fully investigate the nonlinear
tunneling dynamics we measure the density distribution in situ and deduce the evolution of the relative
phase between the two condensates from interference fringes. Our results verify the predicted nonlinear
generalization of tunneling oscillations in superconducting and superfluid Josephson junctions.
Additionally, we confirm a novel nonlinear effect known as macroscopic quantum self-trapping, which
leads to the inhibition of large amplitude tunneling oscillations.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.95.010402 PACS numbers: 74.50.+r, 03.75.Lm, 05.45.2a
Tunneling through a barrier is a paradigm of quantum
mechanics and usually takes place on a nanoscopic scale.
A well known phenomenon based on tunneling is the
Josephson effect [1] between two macroscopic phase co-
herent wave functions. This effect has been observed in
different systems such as two superconductors separated
by a thin insulator [2] and two reservoirs of superfluid
helium connected by nanoscopic apertures [3,4]. In this
Letter we report on the first successful implementation of a
bosonic Josephson junction consisting of two weakly
coupled Bose-Einstein condensates in a macroscopic
double-well potential.
In contrast to all hitherto realized Josephson junctions in
superconductors and superfluids, in this new system the
interaction between the tunneling particles plays a crucial
role. This nonlinearity gives rise to new dynamical re-
gimes. Anharmonic Josephson oscillations are predicted
[5–7] if the initial population imbalance of the two wells is
below a critical value. The dynamics changes drastically
for initial population differences above the threshold of
macroscopic quantum self-trapping [8–10] where large
amplitude Josephson oscillations are inhibited. The two
different dynamical regimes have been experimentally in-
vestigated in the context of Josephson junction arrays [11–
13]. However, the small periodicity of the optical lattice
does not allow to resolve individual wells and thus the
dynamics between neighboring sites. Our experimental
implementation of a single weak link makes it possible
for the first time to directly observe the density distribution
of the tunneling particles in situ. Furthermore we measure
the evolution of the relative quantum mechanical phase
between both condensates by means of interference [14].
The experimentally observed time evolution of the
atomic density distribution in a symmetric bosonic
Josephson junction is shown in Fig. 1 for two different
initial population imbalances (depicted in the top graphs).
In Fig. 1(a) the initial population difference between the
two wells is chosen to be well below the self-trapping
threshold. Clearly nonlinear Josephson oscillations are
observed; i.e., the atoms tunnel right and left over time.
The period of the observed oscillation is 40(2) ms which is
much shorter than the tunneling period of approximately
FIG. 1 (color). Observation of the tunneling dynamics of two
weakly linked Bose-Einstein condensates in a symmetric
double-well potential as indicated in the schematics. The time
evolution of the population of the left and right potential well is
directly visible in the absorption images (19:4 !m! 10:2 !m).
The distance between the two wave packets is increased to
6:7 !m for imaging (see text). (a) Josephson oscillations are
observed when the initial population difference is chosen to be
below the critical value zC. (b) In the case of an initial population
difference greater than the critical value the population in the
potential minima is nearly stationary. This phenomenon is
known as macroscopic quantum self-trapping.
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Figure 20. Tunneling in Josephson coupled Bose-Einstein c ndensates.
A Bose-Einstein condensate is placed in a symetric double well potential with an
initial population imbalance, ans left to evolve freely, either with a weak initial
population imbalance (left) or a strong imbalance (right). The resulting dynamics
shows either plasma oscillations or self trapping, respectively. Extracted from [65].
is reached when the initial particle number difference, or more generally the initial
internal energy difference between the two wells is large compared to the coupling
between the condensates. Except for the weak oscillatory behaviour, the dynamics is
that of decoupled condensates with different chemical potentials and follow directly
from the Josephson-Anderson equation. This dynamical decoupling was also observed
in the experiment, as shown in figure 20.
Rather than star ing from a two-modes mode , adapt d t large barriers or weak
connection, one can start from a single condensate and study the evolution of the
dynamics as a tunnel barrier is raised. Theory and experiments in this regime have
been reported in [67]. In the absence of the tunnel barrier, the cloud performs
dipole oscillations. The uniform velocity within the cloud translates to a uniform
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one of the two reservoirs, as shown in Fig. 1. The atoms
are contained in this “source” reservoir by a “gate” potential.
When the gate potential is removed, the condensate starts to
expand through the channel. The atoms that enter the channel
are accelerated by the change in the interaction mean field en-
ergy and spray into the “drain” reservoir. They then bounce
o↵ the walls of the reservoir and each other, causing them to
thermalize.
Once a superfluid BEC is established in the drain reservoir,
we expect that the supercurrent Is between the two reservoirs
will be related to di↵erences between their two phases. If the
rate is higher than the critical current of the channel, exci-
tations will be created [5, 26–37]. Such excitations remove
energy from the flow and eventually dissipate as heat. Time-
of-flight imaging shows vortices in the drain reservoir, and, as
we will show below, these vortex excitations play a key role.
As the entire system moves toward equilibrium, the current
drops below a critical value (the critical current) and dissi-
pation slows dramatically. Any chemical potential imbalance
that still exists at this time will result in number oscillations
between the two reservoirs. (These are analogous to plasma
oscillations in a superconducting junction [38].) Therefore,
we expect to see two distinct behaviors, depending on the time
after release. We first expect to have a large amount of dissi-
pation from the creation of excitations. This dissipation will
cause the mass imbalance to decay. After the current drops be-
low the critical value, we expect the resistive flow to decrease
significantly and the current to oscillate. We find that we can
model these two regimes with a single set of equations based
on a circuit that contains both resistive and superfluid flow.
The potential in which the 23Na atoms evolve is formed by
a crossed optical dipole trap. In the direction orthogonal to the
plane of the reservoirs and channel, the trap is harmonic with
a frequency !z/2⇡ ⇡ 529(2) Hz. In the plane, the reservoirs
are nearly hard-walled with a diameter D ⇡ 54 µm. They are
connected by a channel with length l ⇡ 20 µm whose poten-
tial in y is harmonic (see Figure 1). This transverse trapping
frequency !y of the channel potential can be adjusted between
⇡ 2⇡⇥ (70–130 Hz). (For details, see the Supplemental Infor-
mation).
Figure 2 shows the atom number imbalance between the
two reservoirs as a function of time after the gate potential is
switched o↵. Here we define Ne, the equilibrium number of
atoms in either reservoir. We further define  N as the number
imbalance, making Ne+ N (Ne  N) the number of atoms in
the source (drain) reservoir. The plotted value, n =  N/Ne, is
the normalized atom number imbalance, and can vary between
 1 and 1 [where n > 0 (n < 0) represents more atoms in the
source (drain) reservoir]. The evolution for three di↵erent !y
with 470(15) ⇥ 103 atoms are shown. As predicted, the atom
number imbalance undergoes a short-time decay followed by
a long-lived oscillation.
To fit this behavior, we model our system as a circuit that
captures the physics described above. Specifically, we con-
sider the circuit in the inset of Fig. 2, which is a capacitor
C [6] that discharges through an inductor L connected in se-
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FIG. 2. Plots of the normalized atom number imbalance between
the two reservoirs as a function of time, for a total atom number of
470(15) ⇥ 103. The three plots shown are for di↵erent transverse
trapping frequencies of the channel !y/2⇡: red circles, 112(8) Hz;
green triangles; 121(9) Hz, and blue, inverted triangles 130(10) Hz.
For clarity, runs are artificially o↵set vertically by 0.5. The solid
curves are fits to the expected dynamics from the circuit shown in
the inset (see text).
ries to a resistance-shunted weak link (Josephson junction).
The capacitor represents energy stored in the chemical poten-
tial di↵erence between the two reservoirs, while the inductor
represents kinetic energy stored in the flow of atoms, both out-
side and inside the channel. [C is the only parameter we cal-
culate a priori, by calculating the di↵erence in the chemical
potential between the two reservoirs for a given atom number
imbalance within the Thomas-Fermi approximation (see Sup-
plemental Material).] The weak link sets the critical current Ic
of the superfluid, and the resistor in parallel allows additional
current to flow, but with dissipation.
There are three dynamical variables in this circuit: the num-
ber imbalance on the capacitor  N (defined above), the super-
fluid phase di↵erence across the weak link  , and the number
current I. The di↵erential equations for these variables are
d( N)
dt
= I (1)
~
d 
dt
= V = R
⇥
I   Ic f ( )⇤ (2)
L
dI
dt
=  
"
 N
C
+ V
#
=  
"
 N
C
+ R (I   Ic f ( ))
#
, (3)
where Is = Ic f ( ) is the current-phase relationship of the
weak link, V is the voltage across the resistor and weak link,
and ~ = h/2⇡. Equation 1 defines the current, Eq. 2 is the
AC Josephson law, and Eq. 3 is Kirchho↵’s law for voltage
around the full circuit. These equations are integrated numer-
ically with three independent parameters ⌧ = RC, !2 = 1/LC,
Figure 21. Evolution of populations in a strongly imbalanced two-
terminal setup with Bose-Einstein condensates connected by a few-
modes quantum wire. After the initial exponential decay, the imbalance
oscillates. The three colors represent increasing densities in the channel
599(17)µm−1 (blue), 665(16)µm−1 (green), 790(25)µm−1 (red). The inset
presen s a lump element model for h dynamics capturing the issipative, reactive
and Josephson dynamics expected in this circuit. Extracted from [153].
p ase gr dient: the phase difference across the cloud oscillates in quadrature with the
population. As the bar ier is raised, the oscillation frequency de reases and smoothly
connects to the plasma frequency in the regim of large barriers. Qualitatively, the
phase gradient which was linear in the absence of the barrier steepens in the low
de sity region of the barrier, leading to flatter phase profiles inside the wells and a
steep phase drop in the junction. A theoretical model explicitly accounting for the
coupling between the oscillating mode and other excitation modes in the condensates
was found to successfully reproduce the data. In particular, the beating of several
frequencies was observed experimentally in the population dynamics as a result of
this coupling.
A qualitative interpretation for the role of the harmonic trap is a harmonic
oscillator, such as an LC circuit, coupled in series to the Josephson junction. In
the weak barrier regime, the junction merely renormalizes the resonance frequency
by enhancing the inductive effect. In the strong barrier regime with weak population
imbalance, the low currents lead to weak effects of the inductance L, such that the
dynamics is that of a capacitive Josephson junction with its plasma mode. Eventually,
the self trapping regime is reached for stronger imbalances, where the high frequency
Josephson oscillations essentially decouple from the harmonic trap: at the time scale of
the LC oscillations, the current in the junction averages out to zero and the population
imbalance is constant.
Recently, a long quantum wire connecting two Bose-Einstein condensates was
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realised [153] following the experiments with thermal Bosons in [93]. A very large
population imbalance was imposed and the evolution was observed to cross over from
an initial exponential decay for large imbalance to an oscillating behaviour, interpreted
as LC oscillations of the populations, as shown in figure 21. This dynamics was
successfully reproduced using an LC circuit coupled to a resistively shunted Josephson
junction, where the initial decay of the population imbalance results from the resistive
element while the oscillating behaviour represents LC oscillations. Interestingly, the
magnitude of the resistance was found to be extremely low, two orders of magnitude
lower than expected from the Landauer formula for free particles, highlighting the
key role played by superfluidity. The microscopic mechanism for resistive flow was
identified to be vortex nucleation at the exit of the channel, and vortex-like excitations
were directly identified in the low density reservoir.
Rather than using two traps as reservoirs, it is possible to locally deplete one well
in an optical lattice in order to mimic the drain reservoir, as performed in [79]. There,
one site of the lattice was depleted by more than 90%, and the subsequent refilling
of the site was measured and a direct analogy with a two-reservoirs configuration
was drawn. An interesting feature of this experiment is the existence of a regime of
large chemical potential bias where the current decreases with increasing bias, hence
denoting negative differential conductivity. This phenomenon was attributed to a
density-dependent tunneling: the transverse profile of the condensate depends on its
density, so do matrix elements for hoping between filled and empty sites.
6. Two-terminals transport in superfluid Fermi gases
Using the control offered by Feshbach resonances (see section 2), it is possible to create
attractive interactions between Fermions in different spin (hyperfine) states strong
enough that Cooper pairing and superfluidity appears. A Fermi gas in the vicinity of
a broad Feshbach resonance realizes the crossover from Bose-Einstein condensate of
molecules to BCS superfluidity, as the magnetic field is varied across the resonance.
Across the resonance, the system crosses the strongly interacting regime where the
scattering length is larger than inter-particle spacing. Superfluidity was demonstrated
at low temperature in the entire crossover, and the thermodynamic properties of the
system are now experimentally known with great accuracy (see [4] for a recent review).
The body of knowledge gathered on such a strongly correlated superfluid is indeed
used as a benchmark for numerical techniques aimed at treating strongly correlated
Fermions.
Superfluids are ideal test beds for transport measurements, since variations of
conductances upon crossing the transition are expected to be very large. Since
superfluidity mainly occurs on the Fermi surface, transport directly adresses the
fraction of atoms which experience strong quantum correlations in the superfluid
phase. This contrasts with density distribution observed with absorption imaging,
which observes the entire Fermi gas, where most of the signal comes from atoms
deep in the Fermi see where no correlations appear at the phase transition +. High
precision measurements of the density profiles can be used to reveal a jump of the
compressibility of the gas characteristic of the superfluid transition [98]. In the case
of BCS superfluids, well known in condensed matter physics, the actual equation of
+ In the case of spin imbalanced Fermi gases, a first order transition between paired and polarized
superfluid takes place, and the density profile acquires a distinctive kink that was used to identify
the superfluid transition [154, 155]
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state is actually unchanged, hence no density variations are expected, even though
the resistance is reduced to zero. This was a major motivation for the investigation
of transport in the two terminal configuration in strongly attractive Fermi gases.
6.1. Superfluid Fermions in the multimode regime
Following the realization of the two terminal system for weakly interacting Fermions,
the very same configuration was used to investigate unitary fermionic superfluids
produced in the vicinity of the Feshbach resonance [19]. A measurement protocol
identical to that described in section 3 was applied, allowing for a direct comparison
between weakly interacting gases and the unitary Fermi gas in the same experimental
conditions.
As a control parameter, a repulsive gate potential was applied on the two
dimensional channel, in the form of a Gaussian beam propagating along the vertical
direction. This beam has a waist of 18µm, covering the center of the transport channel
and allowing for a local reduction of the chemical potential (or equivalently the local
density). The main advantage of this control parameter is that it only affects the
channel and leaves the reservoirs unchanged. Therefore the thermodynamic properties
of the reservoirs do not need to be accounted for precisely in order to interpret the
evolution of transport. Later experiments with a similar setup have used the detailed
knowledge of the equation of state to infer the precise thermodynamics of the reservoirs
even in the strongly interacting state.
The decay of the initially prepared bias ∆N was observed for both the unitary
Fermi gas and the weakly interacting Fermi gas at low temperature as a function of
the gate potential. It was found that this decay follows an exponential behaviour
(see figure 22A), at least down to low values of the gate potential, justifying an RC
model description similar to that introduced in section 2. The decay constant τ
was normalised to the underlying trap frequency ωy along the transport direction,
measured by dipole oscillations in the absence of any channel or gate potentials at the
center, yielding a dimensionless resistance r = τωy.
The variations of r with the gate potential are presented in figure 22B. For the
largest gate potentials, or lowest densities, r is of the same order for both weakly and
strongly interacting systems, but as the gate is reduced, r drops very quickly and
reaches values about 50 times lower than for the weakly interacting system exposed to
the same gate potential strength. The lowest measurable resistance is also one order
of magnitude lower than that of the weakly interacting gas without any gate potential.
For gate potentials below 0.2µK, the decay of ∆N was found to deviate from
exponential behaviour, in the form of residual oscillations of the populations, at
frequencies close to the underlying dipole mode along the transport direction. In
this regime the assumption of thermal equilibrium of the reservoirs appears no longer
to be valid. For such low gate potentials, an observable independent of the reservoirs
equilibration is the current through the channel observed during the early stage of
the decay. This initial current keeps increasing down to zero gate potential, as can
be seen in figure 22C. Interestingly, the order of magnitude of the current is similar
to that expected for free dipole oscillations in the absence of any channel or gate,
which represents the upper limit on currents due to energy conservation: indeed, the
dipole mode represents the full, periodic conversion of potential energy into kinetic
energy. Figure 22D shows the measured currents together with this limit, where the
measurements for the unitary gas approach the limit within a factor of two.
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Figure 22. Conduction properties through the channel. Red and blue
data points correspond to the strongly and weakly interacting gas, respectively.
A: Decay of the relative atom number imbalance between source and drain as
a function of time with a gate potential U = 525(50) nK. The solid lines are
exponential fits with fixed offset of 0.04 for the red curve to account for a small
remaining imbalance in the reservoirs. B: Dimensionless resistance r as a function
of gate potential. The data points that are shown are those for which the decay
is exponential. C: Atom current as a function of the gate potential U . A large
increase of the current appears for the strongly interacting gas below U ≈ 0.7µK.
D: Atom current in logarithmic scale. The dashed region indicates the maximum
current allowed by the internal dynamics of the reservoirs (see text). The error
bars show the statistical errors (one standard deviation). Figure extracted from
[19].
These observations are in line with the qualitative expectations for a superfluid
system, i.e. the ability to flow with very little resistance through narrow apertures
which efficiently stop any other normal fluids that was discovered with superfluid
Helium by Allen and Miesner, and Kapitza in 1938 [156, 157], and for which the word
superfluid was introduced [158].
Beyond these qualitative observations concerning the drop of resistance in the
case of unitary superfluids, more insight can be extracted by combining the current
measurements with local observations of the distribution of particles in the channel,
using high-resolution absorption imaging. Two main informations are extracted
• the density distribution at equilibrium, i.e. in the absence of current, can be used
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Figure 23. Conduction properties as a function of thermodynamic
potential. A: Drift velocity as a function of the reduced thermodynamic potential
Ω/Ω0 for the strongly interacting (red) and weakly interacting (blue) Fermi gas.
B: Dimensionless resistance as a function of Ω/Ω0 in logarithmic scale for the
strongly interacting gas, showing the drop of resistance. The dashed black
lines at Ω/Ω0 = 0.55 indicate the position where the superfluid transition in
three dimensions occurs. Error bars represent statistical errors (one standard
deviation). Figure extracted from [19].
to extract the thermodynamic potential Ω at the center of the channel based
on the local density approximation and the Gibbs-Duhem relation, following the
procedure described in [98]. Comparing this with the thermodynamic potential
that an ideal Fermi gas at the same density, we form a quantity Ω/Ω0 that can
be used to quantify the degree of quantum degeneracy and relate it the transport
properties.
• the line density in the channel obtained by integration of the measured density
along the transverse direction. Normalising the current measured using the two-
reservoirs configuration by the measured line density, we obtain a drift velocity
that measures the transport properties independent of the density of particles.
The refined observations are presented in figure 23, and confirm the order of
magnitude increase in velocity for the unitary gas in the quantum degenerate regime.
Since in the case of superfluid reservoirs, current is driven by the phase gradient,
owing to the Josephson-Anderson equation, the observation of a resistive behaviour
implies the onset of a dissipative mechanism allowing for the decay of superfluid flow.
Vortex nucleation is compatible with the observations, in contrast with the simple
estimates for single particle excitations provided by the Landau argument. This
situation is similar to that of smooth weak links in BECs in the ring geometry, where
such mechanism is back by strong numerical and experimental evidence.
That such a mechanism leads to resistive behaviour for sufficiently large velocities
was explicitly demonstrated by separating a ring trap in two reservoirs using two
distinct links. Moving both links with opposite directions at a fixed velocity amounts
to imposing a constant flow, and the onset of dissipation is observed as a density
difference builds up between the two parts.
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6.2. Interplay with disorder
A very attractive aspect of cold atomic gases is the ability to introduce fully
characterized, controlled disorder. The effects of disorder on superfluidity have been
investigated in the context of cold atomic gases for about a decade [159, 6]. The main
focus so far has been the investigation of the phase diagram of disordered system,
in particular the observation of the elusive Bose-Glass phase[160, 33, 161, 162, 163,
164, 165, 166], predicted by theory [167, 168, 169] and for which clear experimental
demonstrations have proven difficult. Several experiments have used phase coherence
measurements and transport generated by a homogeneous magnetic field gradient as a
evidences for disorder induced localisation, finding in general that a sufficiently strong
disorder is capable of destroying superfluidity. The main motivation for extending
these studies to transport measurements was to use the high sensitivity of transport
to superfluidity in order to provide further insights in the mechanisms destroying
superfluidity in disordered systems. This problem is to a wide extent still open in the
condensed matter context.
In the two terminal configuration, the effects of disorder were investigated by
replacing the homogeneous gate potential used to tune locally the density of atoms
by a the disordered potential produced using a speckle pattern [21]. The potential
was repulsive, consisting in a random distribution of hills with an average strength
V¯ . In addition to its average strength, disorder is also characterised by its correlation
length σ =290(90)nm, which is the half width at half maximum of the power spectral
density of the potential, directly measured in-situ. The correlation length plays a key
role in the physics of Anderson localisation for single particles, since it determines the
scattering mean free paths and localisation lengths.
The simple situation of a Bose-Einstein condensate was first investigated, using a
gas of tightly bound molecules produced in the molecular regime of a broad Feshbach
resonance. The magnetic field was chosen such that the s-wave scattering length
is 3545 a0, where a0 is Bohr’s radius, and the binding energy of the molecules is
Eb = 2.3µK. In comparison all the other energy scales such as the correlation energy
Eσ = ~2/2mσ2 and V¯ are weak. As a consequence, a description of the system
in terms of Bose-Einstein condensate is adequate. In that framework, the relevant
length scale for the effects of disorder on superfluidity is the healing length, which in
this experiment is typically ξ ' 230 nm, of the order of the correlation length of the
disorder, such that disorder does not simply reduce to a smooth modulation of the
condensate profile but can deplete the condensate directly.
Similar to the experiments with a smooth gate potential, the measurements where
repeated using a weakly interacting Fermi gas under the same conditions, in order to
provide a comparison point where superfluidity is absent. This is of particular interest
in the case of disordered systems since the single particle problem is already a pretty
involved problem in the regime where disorder is not perturbative. In particular,
the transport properties change dramatically with disorder strength without the need
to invoke localisation or many-body properties, which makes it hard to identify the
genuine effects of superfluidity.
Figure 24 presents the ratio of resistances measured for the BEC and the weakly
interacting system. We identify a strongly disordered regime where the ratio is
constant and of order one. In this case, a simple interpretation is that disorder
dominates over all the other processes and no phase coherence or superfluid effects
contribute to transport. Upon reducing the disorder strength a strong reduction of
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Figure 24. Ratio of resistances of the BEC and the weakly interacting
Fermi gas (WIF) as a function of disorder strength. The disorder strength
V0 is normalised to the chemical potential of the BEC µ. The green dotted
line represents the percolation threshold of the speckle potential, and coincides
with the change of behavior from superfluid to single-particle transport. The
dash-dotted line shows the correlation energy Eσ . Error bars represent statistical
errors. Figure extracted from [170].
resistance for the BEC shows up and for the weakest disorder, the large currents
involved prevent thermalization in the reservoirs and no resistance can actually be
attributed, as observed already in the clean case [19].
The transition between the two regimes takes place for disorder strength of the
order of twice the chemical potential of the BEC. This is actually the position of the
expected percolation threshold of the potential [171, 172]: a classical particle with
energy below Vth = 0.52V¯ is typically trapped in a finite region of the disordered
landscape, with a probability approaching one for large systems, while a particle with
energy higher than Vth can diffuse. This corresponds to a classical phase transition
from metal to insulator. For the case of a BEC, the condition µ > Vth corresponds to
having a connected superfluid pierced by disorder hills, which we expect to support
a finite superfluid flow. Conversely, µ > Vth corresponds to disconnected superfluid
islands.
This picture agrees with the observation for the position of the observed threshold.
However, we only expect it to hold qualitatively as it disregards several important
ingredients: (i) tunnelling through the disorder barriers can be significant, since the
correlation energy is rather large compared to µ. Since such processes can maintain
phase coherence, the picture of disconnected superfluid islands does not prevent
macroscopic phase coherence and superfluidity. (ii) Anderson localisation due to
wave interference is certainly strongly modifying the percolation picture, by further
localising particles that classically would diffuse. The interplay between localised
single particle states and interaction induced hybridation has been shown to lead to
delocalisation [162].
Regarding the nature of the strongly disordered state, further informations
were gathered using in-situ absorption imaging, allowing for the estimate of the
compressibility of the system. This is an important observable as finite compressibility
together with an insulating character is a feature of the Bose-Glass phase. the
compressibility was indeed observed to remain finite over the whole range of disorder
strength explored, providing further hints that the strongly disordered regime has a
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Figure 25. Evolution of the column density n (in units of σ−2) as
the disorder strength is increased. a-e, High-resolution images of size
21µm × 72µm of the in-situ density distribution in the channel for increasing
V¯ /µ. The saturated column density on top and bottom marks the beginning of the
reservoirs, which extend far beyond the field of view. The systematic uncertainty
in V¯ /µ is estimated to be 25 %. f, Image of the projected speckle pattern. The
density ripples, gradually appearing from panel a to e, can be matched one to
one to bright (potential hills) and dark spots (potential valleys) in the image. g,
Local column density as a function of disorder strength for three specific points
indicated in the potential landscape of panel f (point A: red, point B: blue, point
C: cyan), each computed within a region of size 1.2µm × 1.2µm marked as red
squares in image c. The grey data points are the mean column density in the
channel, computed in a central region of size 18µm × 7µm. h, Variance of the
density computed in the same central region. The dashed line represents the
theoretical percolation threshold for the potential seen by point-like pairs. Figure
extracted from [23].
lot in common with the Bose-Glass.
These qualitative findings were found to be very robust when varying the
interaction strength in the BEC-BCS crossover, namely the existence of the two
regimes of low disorder and high disorder characterized by their resistance compared
to the weakly interacting Fermi gas, and the fact that the compressibility remains
finite. Very similar findings were also reported using the unitary Fermi gas and a
disorder with longer correlation length [23]. In the latter case, the correlation length
of the disorder was σ = 0.72(5)µm, large enough that individual modulations of the
disordered potential could be resolved by direct optical imaging.
Such images are shown in figure 25(a-e) for increasing disorder strength, and
25(f) shows the underlying disorder potential landscape. The fragmentation of the
density profile is obvious from the evolution with increasing disorder. The amount of
modulations in the density profile was measured and seen to saturate (25(h))above
V¯ ∼ µ, where µ is here the chemical potential for unitary gas in the reservoirs. This
was also the point were the transport properties entered the strongly disordered regime
where they are equal to that of the weakly interacting Fermi gas. This threshold
actually corresponds to the percolation threshold for paris composed to two particles,
thus seeing twice stronger disorder. These pictures were analysed in terms of a
continuous percolation of the density distribution, forming paths connecting the two
reservoirs at lower densities with increasing disorder.
Systems of superfluid Fermions in the presence of disorder have been thoroughly
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investigated in condensed matter physics, in particular since the 90s in thin
superconductors where a superconductor to insulator transition was observed [173,
174]. The situation of superfluid Fermion pairs in the presence of disorder with a
thin film configuration has a lot in common with superconducting films, with a few
important differences. First the finite correlation length of the disorder introduces
a new length scale in the problem, such that the results obtained have a lower
degree of universality than homogeneously disordered films. In that respect, the
situation is more similar to granular systems. Second, since atoms are neutral
particles no mechanism analogous to Coulomb repulsion can lead to pair breaking,
and nothing prevents pairs to form more and more localised compounds with a strong
overlap between the two constituents. This was indeed the interpretation proposed
in [23] for Fermi superfluids forming a percolated phase of pairs in the two terminal
measurements, even though the pairs in the clean system extend over distances larger
than the correlation length of the disorder.
A last difference, which is the focus of a lot of attention in the recent years, is the
isolated nature of the atomic gases. This raises the question of the mechanisms by
which a system reaches thermal equilibrium. In a situation where single particle states
are localized over a large range of energies, like in strongly disordered systems, the
phenomenon of many-body localization can localize the system in the Hilbert space,
where even in a steady state some observable will strongly differ from the expected
values at thermal equilibrium [175, 176, 177, 178]. First evidences of non thermal
states emerging in strongly disordered atomic gases have been reported very recently
[179]. It should however be emphasized that slow equilibration or hysteric behavior is
a general feature of systems having bad transport properties, even for purely classical
reasons as is well known for glassy systems. Distinguishing such behavior from genuine
many-body effects is a very challenging question that remains to a large extent open,
both from experimental and theoretical point of views.
6.3. Josephson oscillations in Fermionic superfluids
The relation between the superfluid phase and the current, as well as the Josephson-
Anderson equation, is a feature that is independent of the Bosonic or Fermionic
nature of the superfluid. In a two reservoirs situation similar to that of the two-
modes BEC, Fermionic superfluids thus should exhibit plasma oscillations like their
Bosonic counterpart, whenever the channel operates in a configuration close to the
tunneling regime. Such an experiment was performed recently in Florence in the
group of Giacomo Roati [68], using a thin multimode channel.
The system studied consists of an elongated Fermi gas produced in a crossed
optical dipole trap, with an elongated shape with an aspect ratio of 10. The Fermi
gas is rendered superfluid by working in the vicinity of the broad Feshbach resonance,
realising the BEC-BCS crossover. Rather than imprinting a two dimensional channel,
a very thin barrier with a short waist of 2µm and controlled height was introduced
at the center of the cloud, using a highly anisotropic laser beam. While this barrier is
thicker than the coherence length of the superfluid in the BEC-BCS crossover regime,
it was thin enough that no significant superfluid dynamics takes place in the transverse
directions inside the barrier, realizing thus a Josephson junction, as shown in figure
26A.
The experiments were initiated by introducing an atom number imbalance z =
∆N/N between the two sides of the junction. The key to the measurement was the
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Figure 26. Josephson junction for superfluid Fermi gases. A: schematic
of the experimental configuration. B: typical absorption picture of a cloud in the
presence of the thin barrier. C: fringe pattern observed after a rapid ramp and
a time-of-flight, showing the phase difference between the two sides and allowing
for the determination of the relative phase. Figure from [68].
use of a very low atom number imbalance of z = 0.03(1), such that currents are
low enough for the phases in the reservoirs to adjust and a single mode description
remains valid. A second very important tool was the use of the rapid ramp technique
to measure the relative phase of the two sides using atomic interferences after time
of flight, as shown in figure 26C. Without this technique, interference fringes cannot
be observed away from the BEC regime, as observed in earlier attempts to observe
Josephson dynamics with strongly interacting Fermi gases [180].
The dynamics of both atom number difference and phase difference is shown in
figure 27. It is very similar to that observed with Bose-Einstein condensates in a double
well configuration shown in figure 20, and in the case of the molecular regime shown
in figure 27A, these are strictly identical. Qualitatively, this effect was seen to persist
over the whole BEC-BCS crossover, highlighting the universality of the Josephson-
Anderson equation. Following the model derived for Bosons, the observed oscillation
frequency is given by ωJ =
√
ECEJ , with the charging energy EC arising from the
reservoirs compressibility and the Josephson coupling strength EJ . Calculating the
thermodynamic properties of the reservoirs using the measured trap frequencies, and
extracting EC , it was possible to directly extract EJ across the BEC-BCS crossover. It
was found that EJ presents a broad maximum at unitarity when measured as function
of scattering length at fixed total atom number and fixed height of the barrier. It arises
due to the competition between an increase of the chemical potential when going from
the BEC to the BCS side, which decreases the relative strength of the barrier, and
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Figure 27. Plasma oscillations in a superfluid Fermi gases. Population
imbalance oscillations (top row) and phase difference (bottom row) oscillations in
quadrature, on the BEC side of the resonance 1/kF a = 4.3 (A) and at unitarity
(B). The height of the thin barriers are equal to µ and 1.1µ respectively. Extracted
from [68].
the reduction of the paired fraction associated with the reduction of the strength of
attractive interactions when going towards the BCS regime.
When using larger initial imbalances or higher barriers, the system was seen
to enter a regime of exponential decay of the initial imbalance, qualitatively similar
to that of [19] and presented in section 6.1. In this regime, phase coherence was
maintained inside the reservoirs, as proved by the survival of the interference contrast
observed in time of flight, as shown in figure 28A. The onset of resistive flow leading
to the exponential regime was attributed to vortex nucleation. Direct evidences for
vortices inside the reservoirs where observed on some experimental pictures in this
regime. The probability of vortex occurrences in the measurements was measured
as a function of the height of the barrier in the unitary regime, showing a threshold
above a critical height of about 1.5EF with EF = ~ω¯(6N)1/3 the Fermi energy of the
trapped gas. The findings in this regime are presented in figure 28B. A full map of
the onset of dissipation in the BEC-BCS crossover was obtained as a function of both
barrier height and interaction strength, and presented in figure 28 D.
The dissipative regime observed in this experiment is the counterpart of the self
trapping regime observed in the case of a small Bose-Einstein condensate in the double
well configuration. The qualitative difference between the two experiments is the
geometry used, with much larger reservoirs and weaker trapping in the case of the
Fermi gas. This allows for a breakdown of the two mode approximation, with the
possibility of a phase dynamics to take place inside the junction, where vortices are
nucleated and later move inside the fluid, generating dissipation.
Despite the wide differences in geometry, in interaction strength and even in the
quantum statistical nature of the particles, the similarities between the Bose-Einstein
condensates superfluid circuits in the ring geometry and the double well, multimode
configuration are very striking. The unifying concept of phase coherence and the
existence of the superfluid order parameter covering both Bose and Fermi superfluids,
together with the fundamental Josephson-Anderson equation are very powerful tools
to describe complex geometries and non equilibrium dynamics. This adds to the very
large body of evidences for the universality of these concepts already collected in the
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Figure 28. Onset of dissipation. (A) Time evolution of the population
imbalance for a large initial imbalance (blue diamonds) with an exponential fit
to the data. The inset shows the time evolution of the phase for the same initial
parameters. (B) Vortex occurrence probability, evaluated over a collection of
40 independent time-of-flight images (red diamonds, right axis), and normalized
plasma frequency (blue circles, left axis) as a function of relative barrier height at
unitarity, for an initial imbalance of 0.04. The inset shows a typical image of one
vortex, recorded after a 10-ms time-of-flight expansion. (C) Contour plot of the
relative plasma frequency versus interaction strength for different barrier heights.
(D) As in (C), but for the probability of vortex occurrence. Extracted from [68].
context of superfluid Helium [138, 140].
6.4. Superfluid Fermions in the single mode regime
The fact that the phenomenology of superfluid weak links, such as the Josephson effect,
does not depend on the Bosonic or Fermionic nature of the underlying particles is a
remarkable feature. This has actually played an important role in the history of the
understanding of the physics of superfluidity [158, 181]. Except for the quantitative
evolution of the coupling constants, the observations of the Florence group [68] indeed
demonstrate the universal character of superfluid dynamics from the Bose-Einstein
condensate regime to the BCS regime.
An important question is therefore whether some transport phenomena could
reveal the Fermionic or Bosonic character of superfluid, beyond the Josephson-
Anderson relation. For BCS superfluids, pair breaking excitations have no Bosonic
counterparts, and play a central role in situations where part of the system is in the
normal state and is exchanging particles with the superfluid. The case of metallic
weak links in superconductors is emblematic of this situation [182, 183] (see [184] for
a recent review). We now present an experiment where such effects have been probed
using superfluid Fermi gases contacted via a quantum point contact [24].
This experiment uses the setup realizing a quantum point contact (QPC) used for
the observation of quantized conductance presented in 4, but uses atoms in the unitary
regime. In particular, the use of an attractive gate potential (with strength Vg) in the
QPC region allows for an independent control over the chemical potential relevant to
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Figure 29. Non-linear characteristic of the QPC. (A) Time evolution
of the particle imbalance ∆N/N for gate potentials Vg =341 nK (filled circle),
443 nK (open square), 544 nK (filled triangle), 645 nK (open diamond) and
747 nK (filled hexagon). (B) Current-bias characteristics normalized with respect
to the superfluid pairing gap ∆. The error bars represent the variation of three
averaged data sets. Negative values of the current are artifacts from the numerical
derivation process. The red lines show the result of Keldysh calculations with the
transparency α of the QPC as the only free parameter. For clarity the curves are
shifted vertically by 4 units. Temperature is 100(4) nK for all data sets. Inset:
fitted transparency α for the various gate potentials. Black circles refer to the
lowest mode, red diamonds refer to the next two degenerate modes, when present.
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transport, at the fixed temperature imposed by the reservoirs. The unitary gas is a
particularly simple situation, despite the large interactions, since all the energy scales
are universal functions of the fugacity, and at low temperature are just proportional
to the Fermi energy. This allows in particular for reliable thermometry thanks to the
detailed knowledge of the temperature dependent equation of state [94, 96, 98].
The main finding is that in the single mode or few modes configuration of the
QPC, the linear response breaks down and a non-linear relation between current
and bias emerges. This is presented in figure 29, where the time evolution of the
atom number imbalance is presented as a function of time, showing an obvious non-
exponential decay of imbalance for all strength of the gate potential. Differentiating
these data, the current to bias relation is obtained confirming the non linearity. In
order to facilitate the comparison with a microscopic model, the current to bias relation
is normalized to the estimated value of the pairing gap ∆ at the center of the QPC
[185], based on the potential landscape and neglecting quantum corrections due to the
tight confinement inside the QPC and in the confined region. This model describes
multiple Andreev reflections in the QPC leading to a finite DC current, that drops
sharply at very low bias, signaling the crossover to the Josephson regime, which was
not observed in this experiment. The theory (solid lines in figure 29) reproduces the
data with the transmission coefficient for each channel as free parameter.
The physics of multiple Andreev reflections in a QPC can be understood as the
coherent tunneling of several pairs across the quantum point contact. In the presence
of a finite bias ∆µ, small compared to the pairing gap, the energy acquired by a pair
upon crossing the contact is 2∆µ. Due to the gap, this energy cannot be released
into the bulk of the reservoirs, and thus unitary evolution drives the system back to
its initial state after a time ∼ ~/∆µ, i.e. the system performs Josephson oscillations.
However, coherently combining n/2 pair tunneling events yields an energy gain of n∆µ.
For any finite bias, there exists an n for the nth order process to yield enough energy
to create a pair breaking excitation above the gas. This process is called multiple
Andreev reflection of order n, and it can yield a DC current through the QPC, as
opposed to Josephson oscillations where the current averages to zero over one cycle.
It is conceptually similar to Doppleron resonances in the physics of laser cooling [186],
or to Wannier-Stark resonances in optical lattices [187]. Whenever the transmission
probability α is smaller than one, the nth order process has a probability of order αn,
thus the DC current through the QPC is exponentially suppressed at low bias. The
order of Andreev reflections at which the DC drops gives indications on the value of
α. In the experiment, this is the way α is fitted on each curve using the theory. The
fitted values are presented as insets in figure 29, showing very large values, compatible
with the observation of quantized conductance in the non interacting case.
The agreement with the data provides indirect evidences of multiple Andreev
reflections in the cold atom context, where interactions are very strong ∗. More
direct observations of multiple Andreev reflections have been observed in solid state
superconductors, in the form of resonances at biases equal to integer fractions of the
pairing gap [190, 183]. This structure is not visible in the data on cold atoms, because
the large transmission probabilities make it very weak, and the signal to noise ratio
for current measurements is too low.
The indications of Andreev states in cold atomic gases is an important step since
∗ Andreev bound states were invoked to explain measurements on solitons in the BEC-BCS crossover
in [188], but dismissed in later measurements [189].
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they are one among the simplest non trivial bound state that appear at interfaces
between normal and superfluid phases. For more complex structures such as spin
dependent or spin orbit coupled contacts, more exotic states can appear such as Shiba
[191] or Majorana states [192, 193].
6.5. Superfluid transition and the intermediate interaction regime
Besides the two special cases of non-interacting particles and unitary limited
scattering, which have been described above, the general question of the interplay
of quantized conductance with many-body correlations can be approached using the
control offered by the cold atoms settings. The cases of intermediate interactions
and finite temperature are more difficult both from the conceptual and experimental
point of view, because the addition of energy scales or length scales in the
problem reduces the degree of universality, making it more difficult to draw general
conclusions from the particular experimental conditions. Nevertheless, starting
the well understood situations of universal conductance quantization or non-linear
superfluid flow described by multiple Andreev reflections, one can introduce deviations
in a systematic way and observe the outcomes on the transport properties. This was
performed using again the single mode QPC.
A first set of measurements was using the unitary Fermi gas where the multiple
Andreev reflection picture holds at low temperature, and temperature was increased
up to the expected critical temperature [24]. The results are presented in figure 30.
Upon increasing temperature, the non-linear current to bias relation was observed to
disappear and a linear regime was recovered. The measurements were however found
to deviate strongly from the finite temperature mean-field theory successfully used
to reproduce the low temperature, superfluid data. In particular, even in the linear
regime, the conductance of the channel was much larger than expected from the mean-
field theory i.e. the predictions of the Landauer formula for non interacting particles.
On the one hand, this is not surprising since even in the non-superfluid phase, the
system remains strongly interacting. On the other hand, it gives indications that in
the normal phase, the correlations remain strong enough to prevent a description in
terms of non interacting Fermionic quasiparticles.
A second set of experiments were performed at low temperature as a function of
interaction strength, covering the regime from unitarity to weak attraction, where the
low but finite temperature leads to a normal phase [25]. For the weakest attractions,
quantized conductance is observed with a plateau at 1/h, in agreement with the
expectations of the Landauer formula, including a mean-field effect reducing the length
of the plateau. Upon increasing the strength of attractive interactions, the plateau
was preserved but it was observed to continuously shift to higher conductances. These
observations are presented in figure 31. For large densities or stronger interactions,
the plateau fully disappeared and a non-linear current-bias relation was recovered, as
expected from multiple Andreev reflections in the contact.
A difficulty in interpreting these data is the fact that the equation of state
changes as interactions are varied across the BEC-BCS crossover, in particular the
finite temperature effects have to be evaluated in order to obtain a faithful estimate
of the critical temperature and the part of the parameter space where the system
is expected to be superfluid. This was done using the state of the art theoretical
calculations for the critical point [194], the measured ground state equation of state
in the BEC-BCS crossover [97] and the finite temperature corrections to first order
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Figure 30. Non-linear current-bias relation for increasing tempera-
tures. Temperature is increased from 124 nK up to 290 nK. The non-linearity,
evident at low temperature disappears with increasing temperatures. The mul-
tiple Andreev reflection theory at finite temperature is presented in solid lines,
showing strong deviations already at 146 nK. The dashed line is a fit to the initial
part of the curve, to guide the eye. Figure extracted from [24].
in the interactions, extrapolated to the strongly interacting case where perturbation
theory was breaking down. Applying this procedure allowed for the extraction of
the conductance in the single mode regime (the center of the plateau in the weakly
interacting case) as a function of T/Tc, where Tc is evaluated from the theory [194] at
the entrance and exit of the QPC where the density is the highest, using the equation
of state [97]. The result is presented in figure 32, where the systematic deviation of the
conductance from 1/h is obvious even way above the expected transition temperature.
Two interpretations of these deviations from the conductance quantum predicted
by the Landauer formula have been formulated.
(i) A first explanation put forward in [195] focuses on the physics of the reservoirs,
pointing out that even above the superfluid transition, the strongly attractive
Fermi gas can still show deviations from the conventional Fermi liquid picture,
as seen in previous experiments in the BEC BCS crossover [196, 197]. Some
superfluid correlations can persist over finite but long range, in particular in the
vicinity of the transition. The critical regime, with slow power law decay of the
superfluid correlations extends up to 2Tc [198, 199]. To explain why such slowly
decaying (power law) superfluid correlations could influence the conductance,
one can compare them with another system having such power law correlations,
namely the Luttinger liquid in one dimensions, where the physics giving rise
to power law superfluid correlations also gives rise to enhanced conductance
compared to 1/h [200].
(ii) The second explanation, described in [119], focuses on the physics of the channel,
in particular the fact that confinement enhances the attraction inside the channel
compared to the reservoirs, which leads at finite temperature to a situation where
the reservoirs are in the normal state but superfluidity persists inside the QPC.
Then, Andreev reflection processes take place at the entrance and exit of the
QPC, leading to enhanced conductance up to a factor of two. The key to explain
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Figure 31. Particle conductance of the attractively interacting Fermi
gas. a, Particle conductance GN as a function of the horizontal confinement
frequency νx of the QPC, at fixed gate potential Vg = 0.42µK; and b, as a
function of the gate potential Vg at fixed confinement frequency νx = 23.2kHz,
for different interaction strengths 1/(kF,resa) in the reservoirs. The solid lines
are theoretical predictions for 1/(kF,resa) = 2.1 and 1.9 respectively, based on
the Landauer formula including mean-field attraction (Methods). Each data
point represents the mean over 5 measurements and error bars indicate one
standard deviation. c, and d, Two-dimensional colour plot of GN as a function of
interaction strength 1/(kF,resa) and horizontal confinement (c) or gate potential
(d). Both plots contain the cuts of (a) and (b) (grey dotted lines), and an
estimation of the local superfluid transition at the QPC exits (black dashed line).
Figure extracted from [25].
the continuous increase of the conductance up to higher value is to realise that
the position at which the superfluid to normal interface exists can be outside the
single mode region, and thus Andreev reflections take place in several channels in
parallel.
The very different nature of these explanations illustrates the richness of the
physics of cold gases in mesoscopic structures. Whilst the signal to noise ratio is
smaller than in state of the art condensed matter physics experiments, the microscopic
Hamiltonian is known a priori and unexpected features can arise due to the interplay
of strong interactions with finite size and non-equilibrium.
6.6. Spin transport in interacting Fermi gases
The spin degree of freedom plays a fundamental role in the physics of Fermions,
since it is the degree of freedom that allows for interactions between particles. There
is a fundamental difference between spin and particle currents regarding the effects
of interactions: since scattering conserves the total momentum, the total current of
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Figure 32. Particle and spin conductances in the single mode regime.
GN (closed circles) and Gσ (open triangles, every second error bar displayed)
for various interaction strengths are presented as a function of the reduced
temperature T/Tc, which varies due to the dependence of Tc on density and
scattering length. Blue data points are obtained from the measurements shown
in Fig. 31d and Figs. 35, for Vg = 0.64µK and νx = 23.2 kHz. Red data points
are obtained from the measurements shown in Figs. 31a, for Vg = 0.42µK and
νx = 14.5 kHz. GN tends to the conductance quantum 1/h (horizontal dash-
dotted line) for weak interactions (T/Tc  1). Error bars contain statistical and
systematic errors. Figure extracted from [25].
particles is not expected to be affected by interactions. In contrast, scattering does
not conserve spin currents and is thus damped by interactions, as observed already in
early experiments on Fermi gases [201, 202].
Several experiments have investigated spin transport in interacting Fermi gases,
using configurations close to the two terminal setup. In particular, in the seminal
experiment [69] a two component Fermi gas is first cooled to low temperatures, then
the two spin components are separated in the absence of interactions, using a dipole
oscillations in a spin dependent harmonic trap produced at low magnetic field. When
the two parts oscillate in phase opposition, interactions are restored by ramping up the
magnetic field in the vicinity of the Feshbach resonance. The relative motion of one
component with respect to the other is monitored as a function of time. For short times
the two spin components keep oscillating and bounce on each other. In this regime, the
dynamics is dominated by the oscillations in the reservoirs, and interactions prevent
the two spin to diffuse through each other. At longer time scales, the oscillations
damp, and an exponential decay of the spin-dipole is observed, corresponding to the
slow diffusion of one component through the other. This is illustrated in figure 33.
Using the average spin current extracted from the dynamics of the center of mass
of the clouds, divided by the measured spin gradient in the region where the two
components merge, a spin diffusion coefficient was estimated for the unitary Fermi
gas as a function of temperature. These results are presented in figure 34. In the
high temperature regime, the evolution of the diffusion coefficient is controlled by the
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Figure 33. Observation of spin transport in the collision of two spin
polarized clouds. Total column density a and difference in column density b
as a function of time. c, Time evolution of the average position of the spin up
and spin down atoms, showing a transcient oscillating regime regime followed by
a slow diffusion. d Trapping potential. Extracted from [69].
velocity dependence of the scattering cross-section, which is inversely proportional to
the square of the relative momentum in the unitary limit, leading to a dependence like
T 2/3. In the degenerate regime, the diffusion coefficient is saturating to 1.11~/m, as
Pauli suppression of collisions gradually cancels the increase of scattering cross section.
In the homogeneous unitary Fermi gas, dimensional analysis implies that the
diffusion coefficient is a universal number multiplied by ~/m. Indeed, the only length
scale is 1/kF so the mean free path has to be a number divided by kF , and the only
velocity scale is the Fermi velocity. However, the measured number is likely to depend
on the experimental situation, in particular since the density variations across the trap
lead to a position dependent diffusion coefficient that cannot be recovered based on
a local density approximation only (since the direction of the current density cannot
be inferred from the distribution only). Direct experimental evidences of the effect
of the trapping potential was found when these experiments where reproduced in the
presence of a spin imbalance, where a paired core forms at the center of the trap with
the excess particles repelled at the side where they form a ballistic shell. The paired
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Figure 34. Spin diffusion coefficient for the trapped gas, as a function of
temperature, for the unitary Fermi gas. The solid line shows a T 3/2 trend expected
at high temperature. For low temperature, the diffusion coefficient approaches a
constant limit. Extracted from [69].
core was observed to move through the unpaired atoms [109].
These experiments raised two important questions regarding spin transport. The
first one is the long standing question of the possible ferromagnetic instability on the
molecular side of the Feshbach resonance. Indeed, as the two clouds collide, atoms
explore the upper branch of the Feshbach resonance leading to repulsive interactions
before three-body recombinations allow for the formation of bound molecules. Very
similar spin transport measurements were performed recently with the goal to study
the possible metastable ferromagnetic state emerging in the molecular regime of the
Feshbach resonance. Several evidences were gathered, in particular a softening of the
spin dipole mode, even though the dynamics remains dominated by the underlying
molecule formation [203].
The second question is the effect of pairing on spin transport. These were
indirectly observed in [109], where the spin separation followed by relaxation was
reproduced in the presence of a partial spin polarization, and at low temperatures.
Due to the inhomogeneous nature of the system, the spin currents consisted of unpaired
particles expelled from the center of the trap [154, 204] and flowing in the wings of
the cloud.
These effects have been investigated using the two terminal configuration with
the quantum point contact in [25], exploring the low temperature regime with varying
interaction strength in conditions identical to that of the conductance at the emergence
of superfluidity in the previous section. A partial spin separation is produced following
a procedure similar to that of [69], yielding reservoirs with identical chemical potential
but opposite spin polarisation. The crucial difference with [69, 109] is the fact that
in the presence of superfluidity, the point contact geometry forces the spin current to
occur at the center of the cloud, along the longitudinal direction only: it forces the
spin current through the superfluid.
The analysis follows the linear response model of section 2. The spin current is
written within linear response as Iσ = Gσ∆b, with ∆b = (∆µ↑−∆µ↓)/2 the difference
between the chemical potential bias for the two spin components. In the absence of
net magnetization, symmetry imposes that the spin bias does not couple to particle
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Figure 35. Spin conductance of the attractively interacting Fermi gas.
a, Spin conductance Gσ as a function of the gate potential Vg for different
interaction strengths 1/(kF,resa) in the reservoirs. Each data point represents the
mean over 9 measurements and error bars indicate one standard deviation plotted
for every third point. Inset: Gσ obtained from a mean-field phenomenological
model, reproducing the non-monotonic behaviour of the experimental data. b,
Two-dimensional color plot of Gσ as a function of 1/(kF,resa), with cuts of (a)
indicated as grey dotted lines. The points where Gσ is maximum, obtained from
a parabolic fit along Vg , are displayed as orange circles for comparison. The black
dashed line represents the superfluid critical line estimated at the entrance and
exit regions of the QPC, using the results of [194]. Figure extracted from [25].
currents, and the response is only described by the spin conductanceGσ. The evolution
of Gσ is presented in figure 35 as a function of gate potential and interactions. For
the weakest interactions, spin conductance is growing with increasing gate potential,
but with stronger attraction a broad maximum is developing, and for the largest gate
potentials Gσ decreases with gate potential, indicating a spin insulating behavior.
With increasing interactions Gσ decreases earlier, and is entirely suppressed upon
approaching unitarity. For the fixed temperature of the reservoirs, increasing the
gate potential increases the density, which brings the system into the superfluid phase
beyond a critical value. This transition line was estimated using theory like for particle
transport, with the boundary shown in figure 35b. The regime of vanishing spin
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conductance coincides with the expected superfluid regime, where very large particle
transport is observed (see figure 31).
The spin insulating character of BCS superfluid is expected as a result of the
spin-singlet character of the pairs. The pairing gap acts as a spin gap separating
singlet from triplet excitations. In that sense, the QPC in the superfluid regime
acts as an efficient singlet filter. As a consequence, within the BCS framework,
the magnetization is exclusively carried by excitations above the gap, which are the
Bogolyubov quasiparticles. They form a ballistic, free Fermi gas, for which a Landauer
formula can be written. In a semi-classical approximation, the large pairing gap in
the QPC region acts like a repulsive barrier for the excitations, effectively closing
the contact and thus suppressing spin transport. Based on such a model, the spin
conductance was estimated (see inset in figure 35a), with a qualitative agreement
with the data. A better agreement was found using the sophisticated model of [119]
which also reproduces the anomalous conductance plateau for particle transport.
These spin transport experiments are focused on magnetisation transport, i.e.
longitudinal spin transport. the case of transverse spin diffusion focusing on
decoherence of spin textures imprinted on atomic cloud is different, and is not studied
using the two terminal configuration but rather as a quench experiment [71, 72, 74].
7. Perspectives
The investigations of mesoscopic transport phenomena using cold atoms is only at its
infancy. The experiments are so far at the status of proofs of principle. Nevertheless,
several new insights have already been gathered about transport physics, including a
few novel features that were not anticipated based on the existing knowledge of the
condensed matter physics community. The extension of cold atoms into the field of
mesoscopic transport is a very exciting perspective, and we expect that the interaction
between the two fields will lead to important progress in the next years. We now
present a list of challenges and perspectives for future developments. This is by no
means exhaustive, and reflects our main interests at the time of the writing.
7.1. Technical developments
The experimental techniques are improving fast in particular in the variety of
mesoscopic structures that can be produced and investigated. In that respect,
the growing use of holographic projection techniques in cold atoms experiments
opens perspectives for fully programmable potential landscapes, implemented using
computer programmed holograms that even provide dynamical control [205]. This
will allow in the near future for the projection of tunnel barrier, and short scale
potentials with large interference effects, such as quantum dots or mesoscopic lattices.
The progresses in detecting atoms at the single-atom and single-site level in optical
lattices could also be used in order to investigate the details of atomic distributions
inside driven mesoscopic structures [10, 9, 12, 11, 13, 14]. Combining these high
resolution techniques with automated processes for the optical control of potential
landscapes could lead to fully integrated simulation machines, taking as input
Hamiltonian parameters and allowing to read out transport coefficients, similar to
a high performance simulation facility. This would indeed come close to a practical
implementation of a quantum simulator as envisionned Richard Feynman [206, 207].
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A major limitation of the currently used systems is the difficulty in measuring very
low currents, below 1000 atoms per second, expected when the atoms in the channel
are in an insulating state. The main problem is the reproducibility of the preparation
of the system: first, atom number fluctuations are of the order of a few percent, then
the separation in two reservoirs also introduces extra noise. Therefore, the outcome of
atom number measurements in the reservoirs fluctuates by typically thousand atoms
from one realization to the next. This yields upon averaging to the typical error bars
shown in figure 17. In addition, drifts inherent to long-term, systematic measurements
limit the number of consecutive data sets that can be acquired and compared with each
other before recalibration is required. In our setup, measurements over five consecutive
days could be performed for the spin conductance measurements, with realignments
every hours approximately. Improving on the preparation techniques could reduce the
errors but eventually the technical stability of the setup is likely to be insufficient.
Remarkably, the preparation of initial bias in small ensemble of atoms out of a Mott
insulator using quantum gas microscopes reaches limitations in the reproducibility of
the same order [106].
There, techniques based on quantum non-demolition measurements could track
the population inside the reservoirs in real time with very high precision, using for
example a high finesse cavity as detector [208, 209]. This opens the perspective of
an atom-by-atom measurement of currents, allowing for a full counting analysis of
currents in mesoscopic structures [210, 211]. This would also allow to perform two
terminal measurements with optical lattices in the Hubbard regime. Indeed, placing
the atoms in a lattice increases the effective mass of the particles, slowing down the
dynamics of the reservoirs and thus the time scale where meaningful conductance
measurements can be performed. In addition, the current is limited by the band width
which is exponentially reduced in the Hubbard regime [3]. Because of the relevance of
lattice systems to condensed matter physics, and the ability they provide to operate in
the strongly repulsive regime, the extension of conductance measurements to lattices
would be an important breakthrough.
7.2. Transport at quantum phase transitions
Thanks to the control of the experimental parameters, cold atoms can be precisely
tuned at quantum critical points, such as the superfluid to Mott-insulator transition
[151]. On the one hand, the universal character of the physics in the vicinity of such
a transition makes it of interest in particular for comparison with theory and across
different fields of physics but on the other hand the lack of a quasi-particle description
of the excitations makes the system challenging to describe (see [212] and reference
therein).
A two-terminal configuration allows for the direct measurement of conductances
for a mesoscopic system tuned at a critical point, such as a two-dimensional system of
Bosons close to the superfluid to Mott insulator transition [213, 214]. Connecting
this system to large reservoirs could be done as described in section 4, and the
conductance in the critical regime could be directly accessed, providing a direct test-
bed for theoretical predictions. Of particular interest would be the ability to make
quantitative predictions, controlling the effects of finite size. This could be performed
using programmed, controlled potentials allowing for a finite size scaling analysis,
extracted the intrinsic length scales from the size dependence of the conductance, and
extrapolating to the infinite size limit.
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7.3. Emergent states at interfaces
The interplay of the connection to reservoirs with interactions inside the contact,
as provided by mesoscopic cold atomic gases, is a natural environment to study the
effects of interfaces. An archetype of such state is the Andreev bound state inside a
quantum point contact connected to superfluids (see Appendix for more details). Such
a system is the subject of ongoing research in condensed matter physics, in particular
as a resource for quantum information processing [215]. For more complex structures,
which could include spin orbit coupling or artificial gauge fields in the contact for
instance, the emerging states can have non-trivial topological properties [193]. The
use of a contact with large reservoirs may be useful in mitigating some of the heating
effects in existing protocols for the implementation of gauge structures with atoms.
Emergent quantum states have been invoked to explain some features observed in
electronic systems known as the 0.7 anomaly [216, 217, 218, 219]. A cold atomic gas
could be used as quantum simulator with tunable interactions in order to investigate
these phenomena. In particular, the use of charge neutral particles with short range
interactions, the ability to measure spin conductances, spin drag or thermopower,
and the use of attractive or repulsive interactions could be an interesting test-bed for
existing theories.
At the same time, the emergent state in the contact could provide cold atoms
physicists with an access to strongly correlated physics like the Kondo effect or
quantum magnetism, forming a starting point for the engineering of complex quantum
systems with cold atoms.
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Appendix
Andreev reflections
The case of a single mode point contact in between two weakly correlated superfluids
is a textbook example of mesoscopic physics, and provides an elegant link between the
macroscopic Josephson effect, described by the Josephson-Anderson equation, and
the microscopic (even though effective) description of the contact [220] (see [184] for
a recent overview).
Consider first a one dimensional situation with an interface between a superfluid
and normal region located around z = 0. Consider now a particle wave packet
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Figure 36. Schematic picture of Andreev reflection. Up: real space
variations of the gap with a normal-superfluid interface at z = 0. Down: BCS
dispersion relation of the quasi-particles at position z for which the gap is ∆(z).
incident from −∞ with energy k above the Fermi energy EF , such that to first
order k = ~kvF , with vF = ~kF /m, kF is the Fermi momentum and the total
momentum is kF + k. The total energy of the incident particle is supposed to be
lower than ∆(+∞), as illustrated in figure 36. We suppose that the gap ∆(z) varies
with position much slower than k−1F , consistently with the BCS framework where the
fastest variations of ∆ are of order ξ = ~∆/vF . Thus, we describe the motion of the
incident particle semiclassically with a local momentum kF + k(z) and a local energy
E(z) =
√
2k + ∆(z)
2.
The equations of motion for the wave packet are readily obtained:
dz(t)
dt
=
1
~
∂E
∂k
=
~v2F
E
k(t) (23)
dk(t)
dt
= − 1
~
∂E
∂z
= −∆
~
∂∆
∂z
(24)
The incident wave packet is moving at the local group velocity, with a momentum
constrained by energy conservation. Since ∆ ≥ 0 and ∂∆∂z ≥ 0 everywhere, momentum
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is monotonically decreasing during the whole evolution. The group velocity, positive
when the particle is at z  0, cancels at the ”turning point” set by E(z) = ∆(z). At
this point, the momentum of the wave packet is exactly the Fermi momentum and
the quasi particle is an equal mixture of a particle and a hole. The momentum then
keeps decreasing and the group velocity becomes negative. The corresponding wave
packet still has an overall positive momentum (slightly below kF ) and a negative group
velocity, thus a hole like character. In the limit t→∞, the position of the wave packet
goes to −∞ and the wave packet turns into a pure hole-like excitation.
In the frame of the wave packet, the Andreev reflection is equivalent to a Landau-
Zener transition well known in quantum optics. The wave packet sees a growing
”driving”, represented by ∆ which couples coherently particles and holes of a given
momentum, with a resonance at kF . The semiclassical motion of the wave packet
amounts to a slow sweep of momentum across kF .
It is important to realise that in this process, no actual backscattering takes
place: all processes happen in a thin momentum window around +kF , while actual
backscattering would connect +kF to −kF . Since the order parameter cannot vary on
the length scale of k−1F such processes have to originate from another mechanism, such
as a sharp jump in the electron density at an oxide interface in condensed matter. Of
course the reverse process also takes place, by which a hole is coherently converted
into a particle. As usual, the equilibrium situation represents the equilibrium between
particle and hole reflection processes. Accounting for the spin degree of freedom, the
hole is reflected with the opposite spin.
Within this description, the total number of particles is only conserved up to
the addition or subtraction of any number of pairs in ground state, consistently with
the usual mean-field BCS theory. The conversion of a particle into a hole by Andreev
reflection is accompanied by the creation of one pair in the condensate in the superfluid
part, in the same way as a Landau-Zener transition is accompanied by the absorption
of one photon. This also means that an incident pair from the superfluid side is
actually coherently converted into a particle-hole pair with conjugated momenta and
opposite spin.
This picture does not depend on the details of the connection between the normal
part and the superfluid. The normal state does not actually need to be normal, it
could just be a region where the gap is lower, and we consider an excitation that has
enough energy to live in the low gap region but not in the other.
Andreev bound state
Let’s now consider the situation of a weak link between two superfluids. Inside the
weak link, a particle incident onto a superfluid contact is coherently converted into a
hole, which is then coherently converted back into a particle at the other interface.
Each such cycle coherently adds a pair in one contact and destroys another in the other
contact, a process sometimes referred to as the ’Andreev pump’. There is however a
fundamental extra ingredient, namely the relative phase between the two superfluids.
Indeed, following the analogy with a Landau-Zener process, the phase of the
superfluid is imprinted onto the outgoing hole upon Andreev reflection. When the
hole in converted back into a particle upon Andreev reflection on the second contact,
the phase difference is imprinted onto the excitation, and interference with the original
state takes place.
Writing down the condition for constructive interferences inside the weak link,
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Figure 37. Andreev Bound states. Energy of the Andreev bound states
as a function of phase difference, without (dashed line) and with (solid line)
backscattering mechanisms.
one obtains a pair of eigenenergies E→(φ) and E←(φ) lying below the pairing gap,
corresponding to two bound states |→〉 and |←〉 which depend on φ, the phase
difference between the two superfluids E→(φ) = −∆ cos φ2 , and E←(φ) = −E→(φ).
Here we have supposed that the length of the weak link is shorter than the coherence
length of the superfluid, such that the phase accumulated due to free space propagation
inside the link is negligible. These carry a current Ij = − 2~ ∂Ej∂φ , j =←,→. For φ < pi,
the ground state is |→〉, which carries a positive current and for φ > pi the ground
state is |←〉 carrying a negative current. This corresponds to the idea that the current
is directed in the direction of the phase gradient. The two states |→〉 and |←〉 are
associated to wave packets performing oscillations around +kF and −kF respectively.
For φ = pi, the two states are degenerate.
In the presence of a backscattering mechanism, yielding a transparency for the
weak link α < 1, the two states |→〉 and |←〉 get coupled. Inside the weak link,
an left propagating particle can be coherently backscattered into a right propagating
particle with probability 1−α. This coherent coupling lifts the degeneracy of the |→〉
and |←〉 states around φ = pi. The new eigenstates are |+〉 and |−〉 with energies
E± = ±∆
√
1− α sin2(φ2 ).
In the presence of a weak tunnel barrier, α  1, this model reproduces the
Josephson effect, where to first order the current exhibits sinusoidal oscillations. In
the presence of a bias between the two reservoirs, the phase difference increases linearly
in time. When the bias is smaller than the gap, the systems evolves adiabatically along
the state |−〉, the ground state of the system. This yields an oscillating current as
the admixture of |→〉 and |←〉 oscillates in time. Using the relation I = − 2~ ∂E∂φ we
obtain the Ambegaokar-Baratoff formula for the maximum current sustained by the
junction Ic =
pi∆
2 Gn, with Gn =
2
hα the conductance in the normal state given by the
Landauer formula ]. Remarkably, adding several channels in parallel with difference
transmissions do not alter the phenomena, since the phase difference and the frequency
] Note the factor of 2 due to spin degeneracy, which follows the condensed matter convention in
contrast to the discussions of the Landauer formula in the main text.
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is identical for all channels. This explains the robustness of the Josephson oscillations
to trap averaging and other imperfections.
Multiple Andreev reflections and dissipative flow
In the absence of dissipation, i.e. in the fully adiabatic limit, applying a bias to
the junction yields Josephson oscillations that average out to zero in the DC limit,
leading to zero DC conductance. However, with a finite bias, there is a non zero
probability to perform a Landau-Zener transition from the ground Andreev state to
the excited one, which then leads to a finite current in the DC limit. Upon sweeping the
phase, one single particle excitation is taken at −∆ and ”lifted up” above the gap via
the Andreev bound states and the Landau-Zener transition, creating one excitation.
The probability of a non-adiabatic transition is given by the Landau-Zener formula
p = e−
pi(1−α)∆
∆µ , where ∆µ is the bias. A crossover from adiabatic Josephson oscillations
and dissipative current occurs when ∆µ ∼ pi(1 − α)∆. For very good contacts with
α ≤ 0.95 like in our experiment, this crossover takes place for very low bias.
Dissipation and DC currents also occur via a resonance mechanism named
multiple Andreev reflections. This can be understood by considering the energy
needed to create one single particle excitation. When ∆µ < 2∆, the bias is not large
enough to directly break pairs. However, upon transferring one pair from the high
chemical potential lead to the low chemical potential one, an energy 2∆µ is acquired.
Coherently adding n/2 pair transfer events can create a single particle excitation
provided ∆µ ≤ 2∆n , where n here is the number of Andreev reflections involved in
the process, or the order of the process. Since each Andreev reflection involves the
transmission of a particle or a hole through the weak link, an nth order process occurs
with probability αn. Upon reducing the bias, the current drops sharply at ∆µ < 2∆/n
for each integer number n, corresponding to the closing of the Andreev reflections of
order n, leading to a cusp in the current-bias relation, as observed in superconducting
point contacts.
This process is formally analogous to Wannier-Stark resonances in optical lattices.
Consider the conjugated variable to φ, namely the pair population difference N . States
with a given N are analogous to sites of an optical lattice, and φ is the counterpart
of the quasi-momentum measuring the phase difference between neighbouring sites.
The two Andreev bound states then are the counterparts of two bands of the lattice.
Introducing a bias ∆µ, leads to an offset ∆µ between neighbouring sites. When the
bias is equal to a fraction of the gap between the two states 2∆, resonant tunnelling
can take place from the ground band to the excited band across several sites.
In contrast to the Josephson oscillations, multiple Andreev reflections or the
adiabatic to dissipative crossover described by the Landau-Zener formula is specific to
single mode junction. In the multimode case, different order of reflections take place
in the different channels, and the crossover to dissipative currents takes place for a
different bias in each channel, depending on its transmission.
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